Who killed JFK?

Question of conspirac y reopened
by David
W. Hill

“It changed the destiny of this
country.” “It” is John Kennedy’s assassination, and even
though 11 years have passed
since his death, some people are
still asking questions.
One

such

Rhodes,

person

a private

is

Rusty

investigator

and director of the Committee to
Investigate Political Assassinations.

Rhodes has been hired to look
into the deaths of such peopie as
Volume

50, Number

Malcom X, Martin Luther King
Jr., SLA (Symbionese Liberation
Army) members, Sen. Robert
Kennedy
and President Kennedy.
Rhodes, speaking at College of
the Redwoods
Feb. 11, is on a
national tour to raise. public
support to reopen these cases,
particularly the assassination of
John Kennedy.

Speaking on the topic, ‘‘A Decade of Conspiracy from Dallas
to the Watergate,’’ Rhodes said,
“I suggest we start at the

beginning, 11 years ago, with the

assassination of President

hostility was disagreement over

ers wanted the president to use
more force.

Rhodes

one

general

Kennedy

administration).””

He

said some military leaders advo-

cated armed
cessary.”’

The Cuban missile crisis caused “‘verbal warfare’”’ to break out
between Kennedy and his com-

nedy put more strain on the
situation by taking a non-military

Wednesday,

Feb. 26, 1975

torn

“if ne-

are

the

position on Vietnam,
Rhodes
said.
“John Kennedy issued what
would be his last executive order

calling for the withdrawal of U.S.

troops from Vietnam at the rate
of 800 to 1,000 a month,”’ Rhodes
explained.
As if this didn’t create enough
ill will between Kennedy and his
military people, ‘‘One of the last
. things Kennedy vowed to do was
to smash the CIA (Central Intelli(Continued on back page)

real

conservationists?

Ys

wis

resistance

In spite of high tensions, Ken-

Who

x gut tay se
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ates

quoted

Saying, ‘“‘We must throw the
traitors out (in reference to the

the Bay of Pigs, the test ban
treaty and foreign policy.

»

-

manders because military lead-

Ken-

nedy.
He told the audience of about
150 persons no president disagreed with military leaders as
much as Kennedy.
Rhodes said the basis for this
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by Rick Sanders
The old adage, “A bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush,”’
doesn’t hold true in Tem’s Tattoo
Shop.

he

&
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abe

Two birds in the bush will cost

-t

= |

you much more than one in the
hand at Tem’s.
As a matter of fact Tem Drake,
proprietor of Tem’s Tattoo Shop,
1829 Fourth St., Eureka, won’t
put a tattoo on anyone’s hand, for
any price.
“T get a lot of requests for hand
tattoos but won’t do it. It’s just a
matter of principle...I can’t help
but think that where it can’t be
covered they’ll want it taken off
some day,” said Tem.
Removing a tattoo is costly and
leaves a scar from the acid used,
according to Tem.
“T never try to ‘sell’ a tattoo
or push someone into buying. It’s
an odd feeling to pick up a tattoo
machine and know that you’re

going to mark someone for life.”
For most of his life, about 25 of
35 years, tattoos have held a
special fascination for Tem.
He began working on the docks
along the Gulf of Mexico near the

Mississippi river, when he was 9
years old.
“T was the sixth of 19 brothers
and sisters...had to go to work.”
He says that most of the men he
worked with had tattoos. - He
would ask them where they got

the tattoo and be rewarded with
tales of the South Pacific, Africa,
the Orient--sea stories from the
corners of the earth, recalled
from the pain of ancient bamboo
or bone needles.
Tattoo machines today are

operated

electrically

and

are

about the same size as a dentists
Photo

by
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Tattoo shop proprietor Tem Drake displays an armful of wares. Behind him are designs for customers to
choose. Drake says tattooing used to be a macho trip,
but that 50 to 65 per cent of his customers are women.

drill.
The needles are made of metal
(the exact composition and shape
are a trade secret, according to

Tem)

and

are

arranged

in a

circular pattern for lines or in a
row for shading.

mark oncustomers
With each stroke of the needles,

three or four layers of skin are
penetrated, just enough to keep
the tattoo from fading, although
after a number of years some
fading is inevitable.
“You can’t compare the pain of
a tattoo to anything else,” says
Tem. ‘It’s a mild stinging sensation...most people say, ‘Is that

all?’.””
That’s not all--there is the
matter of deciding which tattoo
and where to put it.
The walls of Tem’s shop, the
first one in Eureka since sailor
Jack quit in ’43 because his hands
began to shake, are covered with
drawings of hundreds of tattoos.
They range in size and shape
from mushrooms and butterflies
the size of a fingernail to dragons
and tigers heads that would cover
a back.

“A lot of people have an idea
for a tattoo in their head and ask
me to draw it for them.
I can
usually do that, but sometimes it
just doesn’t come out the way
they see it.”
Once the drawing has been
made it is traced on a plastic

stencil with an etching tool.

The

etched lines are then rubbed with
chalk and the stencil is placed
wherever the customer wants the
tattoo.
The skin area is first shaved,
cleansed with surgical soap and
covered lightly with petroleum
jelly so that the chalk lines will
adhere.
He then goes to work, outline
first, then shading--working fairly quickly with smooth
deft
strokes.
A_ six-inch dragon,
intricately designed with yellow,
green and red patterns, takes less
than 45 minutes to complete.
“So far I haven’t had any
unhappy customers. The needles
are sterile...I wash the skin and
put a bandage on...so there haven’t been any infections.”
The shop is not large, perhaps
20 foot by 20 foot and smells of
surgical soap. As you walk in the
door you notice in the far righthand corner, a chained-off area
(it may be enclosed by a curtain).
Behind the chain is two chairs,
a long counter containing tattoo
dyes (dye mixing is another trade

Student vote denied
by Academic Senate
HSU students will not be
able to vote on the question of
quarter system v. semester
system.
Members of the Academic
Senate amended a report last
Thursday by the ad hoc committee to study a return to the

survey will be conducted by
the Academic Senate.
An
evaluation will be decided
from the survey’s input, together with the result of a 1973
faculty referendum
(which
favored returning to semes-

semester system.

Senate members made the
decision because of poor student turn-out at recent student
elections. It was believed a
true cross-section of the student population could not be
reached through a referen-

The report originally recommended a formal referendum to gather information on
whether or not students want
to return
tem.

Instead,

to a semester

sys-

a questionnaire

ters).

dum.

Four HSU

teachers run for school boards
and

Bannerman

by Jane

Beth Wilion

School District and the Redwood
Community College District will
be held Tuesday, March 4.
The Lumberjack contacted
each of the candidates to find out

Fourteen persons, including
four HSU faculty members and
one administrator, are competing in local school board elections.
v
Elections for the Arcata School

their views on what they consider
important issues.

District, the Arcata Union High

College of the Redwoods
Three persons
are competing

for one seat

on the Redwoods

tractor and is

a member

of the

McKinleyville

Community

Ser-

Community College District Gov- vices District.
erning Board
Trustee Area 6.
Forson said he doesn’t see a

This area extends
south from the
Del Norte County line and includes the Arcata Union School
District. The term of office is
four years.
GRETCHEN FERRIN, Arca-

reason for a change on the board.
He said the board works well
together and always comes to full
agreementon decisions.
Forson gave the board of trus-

tees partial credit for a 30 per

ta, has worked in the area of cent increase in enrollment
this
probation and with emotionally year while other community

disturbed children. She was the colleges are losing students.
director of the 24-hour “‘help” line
He said the college has proat the Open Door Clinic here and grams that people
want and need.
was public education chairman
for the American Cancer Society.

“We look out for new needs and

new programs, we're not bashful
about instituting something

She has three children.
She said there are four main
areas of concern at College of the new,” Forson said.
Redwoods

(CR):

the

library,

media center, medical
and transportation.

service

been involved in student govern-

ment. He is the student ombudsman.
dents and has learned that the.
Quinn would like to see ‘‘a stulibrary and media center are in- dent’s viewpoint on the board of
adequate.
trustees.’’
“What needs to be done is to
He thinks students should be inestablish library and media cen- volved in planning new buildings.
ter priorities,” she said.
The dorms are built on Salmon
The medical service offered at Creek Thrust Fault, he said, and
CR (a part-time nurse) is far too the board should have had geolo-

library experts and to CR stu-

limited, she said. What is needed
is ‘‘at least a full-time nurse and

gic studies done before building.

part-time
said.

pushes its morality on the students through the regulations in

physician,’’

He

Ferrin

ARCHIE M. FORSON, McKin-

board

school for the students instead of
like a business institution it would
be a better school,’’ Quinn said.

He is a

local teacher and

the

“If the board would run the

original board members and has
served on it for 10 years.

believes

the dorms.

leyville, incumbent, is one of the

former

also

con-
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District Governing

district
School,

“Preferred Treatment
for College Students”’

2381 Myrtle Ave.
Eureka, Ca.
443-1648

Board.

The

includes Arcata
McKinleyville

School, and Pacific

High
High

Coast

High

School, a continuation school.
Four candidates are competing
for two long-term (four year)
positions, including Peggy Jackson, the incumbent. The candidates for the long-term positions
are as follows:
HERBERT

HENDRICKS,

Ar-

cata, professor of education at
HSU, taught high school for seven
years before coming to HSU.

He

is the father of four children, one
is

a

student

at

Arcata

High

School.
Hendricks said the teachers in
the district are unhappy because
they think the superintendent is
trying to save too much money.
They object to the fact that there
is a very large reserve fund that
is not being
used for the continuation of some programs. Instead,
money is taken from other areas,
he said.

WILLIAM P. QUINN, McKinleyville, is a CR student and has

Ferrin said she has talked to

Three positions are available
on the Arcata Union High School

“The

dricks

superintendent,”
said,

‘‘is

Hen-

tempted

to

squeeze money from the budget
to make it look good. Nobody who
saves money looks better to a
board member (who approves
the superintendent’s salary) and,
in this time of inflation,

to the

taxpayers.
“People think the frills should
be cut--anything that is not read-

ing, writing and arithmetic. People complain that students are
graduating from high school who
can’t write a sentence, but these
same people are the ones who
don’t complain about loading up

English classes, which makes it
more

difficult

for

teachers

to

teach the basic skills,” Hendricks
said.
PEGGY
JACKSON, of Blue
Lake, the incumbent,
is the
mother
of eight children. She has

lived in Humboldt County for 22
years. She has worked on the
school board and been involved in

the PTA for 12 years.

Jackson said, ‘“‘The most important issue is how to maintain a

balanced program for the students as the money gets tighter.
We must be able to meet the
student’s needs and not lose
ground because of the financial
problems.”’
HERBERT
A. PETERSON,
Jr., Arcata, is forestry manager
for Simpson Timber Co. He is a

former member

of the Arcata

sion. He has two sons, one will
enter high school in the fall.
He said he would like
to see the
quality of education in the district

maintained.

is determine our objectives and
our resources

and use them

achieve

objectives.

the

to

We

should look at education as an
investment and be careful where

“Some people say the reserve we cut,” Gillespie said.
fund is too large,” he said, “‘but
the board is probably fortunate to , THOMAS KNIGHT, of Arcata,
have such a large reserve fund. is a professor of art at HSU. He
Maybe some people won’t be able graduated from HSU and has
to

pay

their

taxes

this

year

because of the economy.”
Peterson said the reserve fund
has two purposes: 1) as a general
fund it carries the district over

been a teacher for 22 years.

He

has lived in Humboldt County
since 1947.
Knight would like to see more
input from community members

from the time taxes are collected at the school board meetings.
He said, ‘‘I think there should
to the end of the year and 2) asa
be
an advisory committee to the
contingency fund it takes care of
school board.
The committee
any emergencies that occur.
would consist of representatives
ROGER SMITH, of McKinleyville, is a truck driver for Louisi- from the teachers, the student
In too
ana Pacific.
He used to drive body and the parents.
many
cases
these
people
are
cut
school buses for McKinleyville
off
from
the
school
board
and
I
Elementary School and the San
believe it is important to get opinFrancisco school bus system.
Smith is single; he has no ions and ideas from them.”
ROBERT K. MOLLOY, Arcachildren.
ta,
is a water district manager
He said, ‘I feel the present
and
calls himself a ‘long-term
school system isn’t doing it’s job.
There should be more flexibility local citizen.”” He requested that
in classes for the students. This his comments from the Feb. 21
flexibility would allow students to Times-Standard be used for this
pursue their interests.”
Smith also is pushing for mass-

transit

with

the

school

buses.

Smith said, “It was illegal until a
couple of years ago to use the
school buses for mass-transit, but
now it is legal. I think it is a good
idea to use them for conservation
reasons.”
Four candidates are also competing for the one short-term
(two year) position on the board.
They ‘are as follows:
ALBO

GILLESPIE,

Trinidad,

is dean of graduate studies and
research at HSU and is a member
of the Big Lagoon Elementary
School Board. His son will enter

en
all.

High School next

He feels the main problem

the

present

board

communication

is

one

between

board and its constituents.

of

of
the

“The style and attitude of the
present board is damaging to the
morale of the teachers. and is

making parents frustrated.

The

board should try to respond to all
its constituents-it is the link
between the public, teachers and
students,’’ Gillespie said.

Gillespie said he has played an

active role in personnel matters
at Big Lagoon to get the best
teachers.

“A school board member can’t

g0 out to a parent and say, ‘If you
City Council and was chairman of invest $5,000 we will give you a
the Arcata Planning Commis- $500 rebate.’ What we have to do

article.

Molloy said balancing the district needs with factors of inflation, and adjusting to a possible

continued

downward

trend

in

enrollment can be done by applying ‘‘the best possible business
practices and common sense con-

sideration in both instances.”
Molloy’s two daughters ‘“‘had
the benefits of growing up in the
local area and going to local
schools. I feel personally obligated to try to continue this type of
education
opportunity
for
others,” Molloy said.
SARA TURNER, of Arcata, is a

professional educator in socialwelfare and has been teaching at
HSU for the last two years. She
has lived in Humboldt County
with her husband, James Turner,
a sociology professor at HSU, and
her children for 10 years.
Most of her work experience
has been as a_- social-worker.

She’s worked with adoption cases
at mental-health centers and for
the Children’s Home Society.
Turner said, ‘‘Senate Bill 90

provides

a

fixed

amount

of

money for schools whether the
enrollment increases or decreases. It is likely there will be

a financial crunch in the high
schools within the next couple of
years because of the bill.

Pro-

grams will have to be developed
now to maintain the present cirriculum in the high schools.”’
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Books
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PETER BALL

of Arcata,

the

incumbent, is serving his second
term
as a board member. He has
lived in Humboldt County his
entire

life.

He

is presently

a

dentist in Arcata.
Ball said, ‘‘I want the reorgan-

Also

Strings,

There are three candidates
running for the Arcata School
District. Two candidates will be
elected.
The Arcata School
District involves Sunny Brae,
Bloomfield and Sunset Elemen-

& Accessories

ization of the elementary schools
continued.
This reorganization

plan is to have Bloomfield and
Sunset Elementary Schools go

from

kindergarden

to the fifth

grade. Sunny Brae would be the
middle school, going from the
sixth to eighth grade.”’
HAROLD JACKSON has been a

geography professor at HSU for
two years. Jackson received his
Ph.D in Colorado and went to
Mexico City to do research. He
has taught classes in Pennsylvania. He has two children in the

Arcata School District.

like

to see

more

tutorial

pro-

grams and remedial centers set
up for the elementary schools.”’
SUSANA

cata
County

has

HENDRICKS

lived

in

for five years

of Ar-

Humboldt
with her

husband and four children. She is
presently working for the Human

Rights Commission.

Hendricks

has done volunteer work for the
Arcata and Eureka schools.

Hendricks said, ‘‘I’m interest-

Jackson said in the state reading tests that the Arcata School

ed in the educational system.

District scored in the lower 20 per

in all areas. I would definitely
like to see more effective com-

cent. He said, ‘‘This is a serious
matter and a lot more investigat-

ing should be done as to why the
children scored so low. I would

want to work for improvements

I

munication between the schools
and the community, as well as its
sources.”
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From secretaries to foresters
Women leave their desks
by Sherry Grassick
“T have girls in my classes-lots

of them!” This wouldn’t
be such
a profound statement
in the bidle
gy or math department, but it
came from the department of
forestry at HSU.
The number
of women majors

in the forestry department has
risen to 53 out of 566.
Forestry
Lecturer
James
Brown said a false image has
been conveyed to people in. the
past about what a forester is: It

’ has had the image of the 6’2”,
220-pound lumberjack with a
chain saw in one hand and an axe
in the other for too long he said.
WOMEN

WERE

thought of as

fire lookouts or secretaries in the
offices--not as foresters who

manage the production and protection of timbered land.
Women who have been interest-

ed in interpretation or recreation
are more inclined to go into a
‘natural resources major because
of the diverse background it
provides.
Forestry goes into
greater depth in its specialized

field.

Women are going from office to field weaneuieih in
forestry. Diane Chung and Tom Lavagnino work with
surveying equipment to get practical experience for
future jobs.
Photo by Gail Westrup

cuts may

Funding

doom
programs

foreign study
,

by Dick Ohnsman
International Programs (IP), a
system giving students a chance

for study abroad, might be said to
be on the ‘‘endangered

species

really become ingrained in the

Funding for the program was
recently cut by Gov. Brown.

classroom is kind of an artifical

John C. Hennessey, dean of continuing education and IP repre-

approach.”
Terry lived on campus at HSU

sentitive at. HSU, said, “If the
funds for the program are not

reinstated I think the reestablishment of the program is highly un-

likely.”
IP. enables students, faculty
and administrators of the 19 CalState campuses to study abroad.

Since its beginning in 1963, it has
grown to encompass the countries of the. United Kingdom,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Spain, Italy, Japan, Republic of
China (Taiwan), Sweden, Mexico
and New Zealand.

According to Hennessey, the
program has been quite sucess-

ful.
“We currently have 18 students
from HSU in study abroad,” he
said. ‘The 18 figure has been the
average for the past 2-3 years.”

The

ratio

applying

for

of

the

HSU _ students
program

is

“higher than most campuses,”

said Hennessey and added, ‘‘The

percentage for HSU accepted has
been rather g

‘The

her freshman year and compared
it with dorm life in France.
“The dorm isn’t a social thing
like it is here.” she said.’The

French keep more to themselves
and come home from.class, close
the door and study, study,
study.’

She thought that this might be
an effect of the higher value
placed on education overseas
since it is harder to obtain.
‘When I was little I'd come
home from school and play with

my friends,” Terry related.

‘‘In

France even the 7-and 8-year: olds come home and study.”
Terry told of a French family

she often visited and vacationed
with who showed her much of
France many other students
didn’t see.
She grew close to

these people who came to call her
“fille adoptive’ (adopted daughter).
Terry concluded saying, ‘‘It
would be shame if the program is

cu
A product of the IP experience

they had before.”
PARTAIN SAID “I have had a
long history of working with
women in forestry, and all of my
experiences have been very pleasant.”
Partain said the department is
waiting for the women.to work
themselves through the program

because the faculty isn’t sure how

serious most of them are.
“We have graduated only three

from this school.

cut.”’

Hennessey is hopeful it won’t
is Terry Davitt, a 21-year-old
Terry be cut. “I think a strong case can
French major at HSU.
studied during 1973-74 at Aix-en- be made that the taxpayers are
getting value for their dollars
Provence in France.
invested in IP,”’ he said.
thinks
Terry
IP,
of
In support
“I’m optimistic the program
study overseas is the best way to
will be continued.”
learn a foreign language.

because she is a woman.

One

of our

concerns has been when the girls

are graduated, they seem to be
less serious about getting jobs
and going to work in the field then
when they first came into the
program.”

This Friday is the last day to

drop classes before the end of the

Drop forms must be
quarter.
submitted to the Admission and
Records

Office: (Ad.

207)

by

5

-wool=

The Student Legislative
Council may take a stand on
environmental impact reports
for logging operations.
The council was asked by
Associated Student President
Rich Ramirez to research a
possible stand on the issue.
After a short discussion,
Chairman Rich Rodeman re. ferred

the

matter

to

they wanted to stay
right pipe Bn

around another quarter or two.
We have had several of those kind
of job offers.in the past year with
no one to fill them,”’ said Partain.
If women are really serious
about wanting to be foresters and
want to get a job comparable to

their qualifications, Partain believes the opportunities are really
there.
ASKED WHY WOMEN would
drop out of the department,
Partain said it could be
chemistry, physics or math.

the
He

doesn’t think it is because of the
ure from the professors or

department attitude.

The department of forestry has
not gone out to recruit women for
the major because classes are

The prooverloaded already.
gram is very demanding--often
times physically exhausting.

p.m.

Students

who

are

dropping

lecture-lab classes should remember that both the lecture and
lab must be dropped individually.

IMPORTED
Oriental, Navajo

When,

SLC studies EIR’s

“FOR EXAMPLE, we had an
opening at the end of last fall
quarter on one of the national
forests.” They wanted a woman or
a minority student. I couldn’t
find anybody for them, and yet I
had two
girls graduating.
“They
’t want to go to work

Last day to drop is this Friday

can keep up in classes or labs

list.”

said.

A FORESTRY SOPHOMORE
said “‘I have received nothing but
encouragement from my family
and professors.”

and have more than they thought

She thinks -often times she is

stantly see French signs and you
Terry

cause of her sex, but she felt the
times.are changing more rapidly.

from fellow classmates has often
been ‘that’s really somethingcoming out of a girl.”
Gerald L. Partain; forestry
leader, said the increase in the number of women
students at his end of campus is
‘‘a function of the whole Women’s
Lib movement.
Everybody is
recognizing that they have more
opportunities than existed before

watched more closely to see if she

‘‘You walk through the streets
and overhear conversations, you
speak the language in stores and
with your neighbors, you conlanguage,’

The opinion of a lot of the
women was forestry ‘‘is what you
make it.”
One graduating senior said,
“T’ve been told I got good grades
because I’m a girl.””, She thought
she has had to prove or justify her
presence in the department be-

she does succeed, the reaction

behind

Designs
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the

council’s community affairs
for consideration.
Ramirez also asked
the
council to pursue the idea of a
code of teaching responsibility, a concept which was rejected by the Academic Senate earlier this quarter.
Ramirez said that one of the
factors which lead to the proposal’s defeat was the fact
that no formal student group
had reviewed the policy.
He said that he thought that
a student-initiated document
might have a chance of approval by the senate.
In other action, the council:
~Voted to release funds for
the children’s center which
had been previously frozen.
~Voted to supply $100 for
supplies and services for two
positions established under
‘the federal CETA program.
|
--Approved the organization
of the ‘“Eckankar Student
Society of HSU.”
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Clarification

BSU responds to editorial
We are asking that pay back be in the

Salaam Alaikum from the Black Student
F
Union:
'to your editorial in
response
in
is
This
ack.
Lumberj
Feb. 12, 1975,
We, the Black Students at Humboldt,
_ that you acted unethically when you
your personal racist attitudes in
student newspaper.
First of all, you were incorrect when

the

enjoyed by everybody on campus. War,
Earth, Wind and Fire, Kiil and the Gang, or

feel
put
our

even Grahan Central Station would be
'
appropriate.
- We suggest that the next time you have

by the UPB, for the sole purpose of Black

and poetess Nikki Isiovanni, to be a racist

one must be in a position to both exploit and
contro! another for the others benefit.
Humboldt State University is a racist

institution because it is run by white people
of

betterment

the

people.

has

racist

Black

the

Black

been

produced by the white racist. In most cases

where you see it, it is the reaction to white

racism and if you analyze it closely, it’s not
really Black racism.”
Black people have shown less racist
tendencies than any people since the
beginning of history. By that definition we
are not exhibiting racist tendencies,
because we are only asking for some return
on the fees that we have paid in this school
for three to four years. If we pay our Associated Students fees, we should get some
return in some form.

question of apathy
proud of, it’s their image of near-total apathy.

Only 9.4 per cent of the student body bothered to

vote on who should represent them in council.
These representatives decide how the students’ fee
money is spent. And that means spending approximately $140,000.
Alright, so that’s not important. It’s only money.
But that’s not the half of it.
Thanks to that super-poor election turn-out, and the
ones preceding it, the Academic Senate decided to
not give HSU students the right to vote on a decision

which vitally affects them.
eo
It is a commonly accepted belief that the majority

now

you’ve lost out on the right to make your own
decisions. Others will decide for you.
The ad hoc committee report, which called for a
formal student referendum, was amended by the
Academic Senate to, instead, decide the quartersemester question by input from a questionnaire
survey.

Why?

Because of apathy. A belief the student
would not participate in a referendum.

Wouldn’‘t bother to. Wouldn’t want to.

And rightly so.
The majority of students don’t care. Their apathy
:
is near total.
HSU students should not be proud.
— Chris
pPuplisnes

=e

weekly

Conary

by

the

Journalism

Departmen:
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Humooc

Arcata, Calif. 95521. Phone (707) §26-3271. Office.
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Opinions expressed “ ome oa Lumberjack or the author -end
not
necessarily these
¢ Journalism
Department.
:
nel Sacriotien is free to students, avaiiable-on
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BSU

HSU

out,

would profit from such groups,
not just in capital, but in
audience participation and
intereaction.
We could all learn and enjoy.
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If y ou

don't vote- -don't complain

Students have another chance to
and
today
apathy
their
prove
tomorrow.”

If we’re lucky, maybe 10 per cent
will vote. The other 90 per cent will
complain.
confusing issue.

community

Board

president, pointed

what happens.

apathetics,

Programs

sity

failed in doing this.
As Imani Belon Demu,

Those who take the time and interst to vote face an important and

the time to participate, but simply don’t give a damn
you

like

groups

up for the enjoyment of the
whole campus, and the Univer-

of students on this campus not only don’t want to take

all

rock

just

we've had) should be brought

se
‘Ca
Paget
AN
Sees
.

ca

*

If there’s one thing HSU students should not be

congratulations

(more

A variety of music

than

Hum-

to

music groups

Asante Sana
The BSU

@

Well,

bringing

boldt.

there is no excuse for you to write such
slanderous words; that we the BSU, a
unified body are racist for wanting Black
entertainment. You should try putting the
shoes on the other feet. We as a race of
Black people suffer political oppression,
economic
exploitation
and _ social
degradation at the hands of this system. In
terms of education here at Humboldt, we
the Black students need an education that
exposes the true nature of this decadent
American society.
We need an education that teaches us our
true history and our role in the present day
society.
’
As Huey B. Newtofi once stated: ‘’We
believe in an educational system that will
give to our people a knowledge of himself
and his position in society and the world;
then he has little chance to relate to
anything else.

Students; and for such behavior you have
‘
termed racist.
to
ng
Well, let us inform you that accordi
sociologist Blauner, Stokely Carmichael

“Usually

dent Union.
_ It did not oppose

occasion to write about us, you get your
facts together. Mao Tse-Tung once said,
“No investigation, no right to speak, no
participation, no right to observation.”’ For

you

band to provide entertainment, sponsored

for

tations are almost inevitable
and easy to make.
Frighteningly easy.
Music’
of
Color
“The
not
was
12
Feb.
on
l
editoria
it
was
nor
racist,
intentionally
StuBlack
the
aimed against

form of a UPB—sponsored major concert
featuring Black entertainers that will be

stated that the BSU was requesting a Black

white

_Race and prejudice are
delicate subjects. Misinterpre-

The issue has a long alphabet-soup

name:
AB 3116 Referendum.
It
translates into instructionally related
activities (IRA‘s), which, in turn,
translates into sports, forensics, field
trips, concerts,

learning goes on in class)

per

will vote

yes’ on the referendum.
Each voter, of course, must make
based on_ individual
the decision
priorities.
But if you don‘t vote, don’t com-

Sof

cok

plain.

Maer

vane
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News

related activities.

If, as predicted, Gov. Brown cuts
IRA funding, that throws it back to the
ASB.
And if, as usual, students ignore
their chance to vote, ASB funds may
seer

leave $10 a year

That would

student to fund everything. That’s
impossible.
Students who want to support better
education through instructionally
related activities (after all, not all

:

car pools, child care,

legal services, lectures and more.
These programs used to be supported by ASB funds, but a recent
assembly bill changed all that.
Now the state funds these programs.
Maybe.
A recent suggestion by Alan Post,
legislative analyst, added to the
confusion.
He
recommended
eliminating
state
funds
to
instructionally

be cut in half.

eee

RomiN

Piard

Emily

Kratzer

Larry

Parsons

Elizabeth

Alves

cccccccccee
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eee

Kenn.

Hunt
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I would like to share with you
my analysis of the arguments
submitted in the con statement of
last week’s Lumberjack.
According

to the author,

es Yes

entire acade ge

$20 a year.

This in turn translates into more
than 50 programs, which you

have directly or indirectly (via

the

your representatives) requested.

students should vote in the negative on Prop. A because:
1) Student government is con-

These programs have resulted in
over 65,000 HSU student-commu-

nity

fusing,

participants...which

leads

into my third argument.

2) You may not get what you
want from student fees,
3) Student government fees are
not equally distributed,

ARGUMENT THREE:

Where

did I get these so-called ‘“‘illu-

could enhance our present programs.

funding should be extended, continued, decreased or whatever.
After the Board of Finance has
completed this task, the SLC as a
whole

reviews

recommendations using many of
the same methods as the Board of
Finance. Thus, at the end of each

getting their money’s worth and

Jan.

1,

1975;

non-admission

e-

know

(1)

if the

students

aré

(2) if the distribution is equal.
ARGUMENT

FOUR:

If the

Food Day focuses on

cost,nutrition quality

vents (symphony, concert choir, Associated Students was in all of
ARGUMENT ONE:
Campus
student productions) were over these programs for a profit, like
government is about as confusing
For those concerned about the
8,000 for the same period and the Keg or the Minor Theatre, the
as opening a beer can.
high cost of food-and the low
alternatives
suggested
by
Mr.
First off, someone is always _ CONTACT, almost 8,000 calls,
quality of nutrition, there is
around (e.g. the A.S. president, legal referal, 170 cases and so ‘Andrews might be appropriate. - something they can do.
But the A.S. is definitely not in’
forth.
council members, A.S. general
Food Day, scheduled for April
Mr. Andrews took much of the business for a profit!
manager’s office) to answer
17, is planned to focus attention
Another
consideration
is
the
questions. If they can’t, they will conversation that he had with me
on such problems as the quality
What
out of context. He also failed to problem of cash flow.
find someone who will.
of food and nutritional informawould
happen
if
most
of
the
Mr.
Secondly, there is an open pol the whole story.
tion that children get in schools,
association’s expenditures for the
forum at each council meeting to Andrews asserted that I don’t
junk foods
high in sugar, fat and
entire
year
were
to
occur
in
the
know if students get their mon_hear about complaints, not to
chemicals, but low in nutrition,
fall?
How
could
the
association
mention the yearly surveys con- ey’s worth. What I said was it is
with the food stamp
ducted
by the A.S. and the Uni- difficult to quantify the Adopt-a- function with no consistent
program,
difficulties getting a
source
of
funding?
No
governGrandparent program, a social
versity Center.
community garden started, etc.
ment
can
function
on
a
pay-asservice.
If
students
were
angry
Your campus government is
These and additional problems
here to help you, not to confuse that their $180 was going to an you-go basis, if it is to provide the relating to food are prevalent
people
with
viable
programs.
area which provides friendship
you.
right here in Humboldt County.
I encourage you to review who
If anything, campus govern- and attention for the elderly, they
What can we do about it?
supports
Prop.
A,
and
look
over
ment is too simplistic. Unlike could (1) complain to me personBy participating in the local
the
mass
of
information
that
has
ally,
or,
if
that
doesn’t
work,
(2)
some of our district representaFood Day activities we can
been
provided
throughout
the
run a slate of candidates that will
tives, at least you can talk with
improve the food situation in this
past four weeks.
stop the funding.
your campus representatives.
area.
Across the nation the
It is a question of money-from
ARGUMENT TWO:
Broken
period surrounding Food Day will
AS I EXPLAINED to Mr. An- eight cents a day to four cents a
down into increments, your A.S.
be filled with teach-ins, forums,
drews, each year at budget time
day--or programs.
fee is about eight cents a day,
approximately $6.50 per quarter,
or, if you attend HSU for the

“SAP

SD

() E> ()-<ED |) <>

each program is QUANTIFIED.
The procedure to do this is very
lengthy--hearings, reports and

() <>

) ED

(<<
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Vote YES for the programs.
Richard Ramirez
A.S. President
BD. (SD

(<DD>

tion.”

will be devoted to the growing
food crisis.
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Just about the only thing short people are satisfied with are the
drinking fountains in Gist and Nelson Halls. A few even admit they
have to stoop for a drink.
I had the opportunity to meet for a, a, ummm, long interview with
a short person the other day.

Insisting she did not consider herself

ate by either alphabet or height, and as a result, I resent the

But, you see, just that expression! A good ribbing, if executed properly, results in an elbow in my neck,”’ she said.
The tone of her voice was leading me to believe this was the

grants are given with the condition that they are conducted sitting

“Well...I don’t bump my head when I enter a cave. And when I
hug anybody, I usually hug a chest. You can really tell what’s hap-

answered.
“Since you first noticed it?”
“Yes, It happened the day I sprained my neck. I had been
looking up at people all day. By that night I was so sore I had to use
half a tube of ‘Ben Gay” before I could move my neck again.”’
“Did that incident occur up here,”’ I asked.
“Oh no...long before I came
up here,”’ she said. ‘It was about the
same time people started calling me ‘Shorty’,”’ she said.
“That got me to thinking,” she continued. ‘‘I sometimes wonder
how others see me. All the time I had considered everybody as
equals, yet to them I was inferior...I was too short.”’
Suddenly she sat up in her chair.
“Do you think I’m short?”’ she asked.
The question had been fired so rapidly, consequently, I was unprepared and undiplomatic in my hasty answer.
“Of course you’re short. What a question! If you weren’t so
short, we wouldn’t be sitting down for this interview, would we?”

My answer did not console her.
just me.

I tried to explain that it wasn’t

It was the fault of social organization.

You had to gradu-

just into helping in whatever
special way they can. We want to
further educate ourselves on the
local food scene so we can tune

the public into what is happening.

there are some

advantages

to being

pening by hugging a chest, with the heart beat and all. If you know

what I mean.
“But...”
oa” another but. I remained slumped in my chair and she contin“But I still have to stand on a chair to argue. It’s weird, but for
some reason I think I can get my point across if I’m taller.”
I sat up and told her if that theory was correct I was long overdue
to win an argument.

‘‘And there’s one more thing,” she said.

‘They (your talls and

averages) have an easy taunt for us. Assertive short people aren’t

called ‘assertive short people.’ We're called “feisty’.”’
She had a point. Anything positive a short person does is usually
explained as something ‘freakish’ in their nature. While anything
negative in anyone else’s nature is, well, short-tempered.
I left Five-Foot-Two still sitting in her chair (we weren’t
supposed to stand up at the same time), and turned to the answer
book. Perhaps the dictionary could clear up the misconception and
convince me that s-h-o-r-t was not a four-letter word. .
In two words, it did. Short, with it’s five letters, was defined by
Mr. Clarence Barnhart (who was well over four feet) as ‘‘not tall.”’

tritional value, etc., of food in
Humboldt County, and others will
disperse this information to the
people of Arcata and Eureka via
public service announcements,
newspaper articles, ‘‘food-fact
booths” in front of markets and —
so on. A food workshop for the
‘ public is scheduled for the Saturday before Food Day. We need
people to help with these and
other activitiees. Obviously, the

more input from individuals, the
stronger our message will be.

With your help we can create
the necessary changes to help
raise the real standard of living

on the Northcoast. Before you
‘eat your next meal, think about
attending the first FDCC meeting
tomorrow

night

at
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the

Arcata

Bulk Food Center at 7:30 p.m.
For further information,
Russell Kroopf at 822-9151.
SE

call

Lemers
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‘pointe
Dear Students:
Left and Right are two sides of
the same coin.
The coin is
counterfeit. The coin is Leadership. All Leadership is counterfeit.
Empty benches, empty halls.
Hordes of organizers-in-waiting;
no volunteers to be organized.
When leaders have no one left
to lead, what will they do?
Sidney Simon
16 Ospringe Road
London NW’
(Continuedonpa.

D>

be

the economics, distribution, nu-

middle of a very depressing interview. I was shrinking down,
hoping to blend into my chair. Wait, think of the bright side!

“HOW LONG HAVE you been short?”
“Oh...it’s been about two years since I first noticed it,” she

will

Some task-force groups will
gather useful information about

a spokesperson for the “little people,” she wished to be identified
only as Five-Foot-Two (and she waited routinely as I finished a
quick verse of ‘‘Has Anybody Seen My Gal?).
After finding two chairs of equal height (all interviews she
down), I asked her a few short--but meaningful—questions.

individuals

nutrition, journalism, political
science, social science, recyc-

=

people with A through H surnames.
Then there was the media. Definitely the book medium was not
promoting shortness. Why were condensed novels frowned upon
and sold for cheap prices?
And the film industry--was the last full-length film to feature
short people really ‘“‘The Wizard of Oz”’ in 1939?
But my explanations didn’t seem to help dismiss her immediate
day-to-day problems.
“You don’t know what it’s like. I have to stand on my toes to
reach the Dr. Pepper in the grocery store. I’ve never bought a
stitch of clothing I didn’t have to hem. And I was forced to buy an
expensive dryer because the clothes line was too high.”
She shook her head.
“People think they understand. They rib me about my height.

“Surely, Five-Foot-Two,
short.”

and

day) evening at 7:30 p.m.
We need people who are into

.

|

food prices,

In Humboldt County, organiza-

tions

bilize and organize different segments of our country’s popula0-0

Lower

responsible food advertising,
more nutritiqus food and an end
to hunger are national goals of
Food Day.

speakers, etc., to ‘educate, mo-

0) SSD. 0) SD

Energy similar to that

which went into Earth Day of 1971

oii tal, extremities
by Jeanne Sapunor
When was the last time you looked down and said, ‘‘Have a nice
day,’ toa short person? Probably quite a while ago. But it was
unintentional, right? Chances are you overlooked him or her.
Yes, in this academic land of high GPA’s, tall sodas and giant
redwoods, some people have had just about enough of the short end
of the stick. They’re tired of sitting in chairs with their feet dangling four inches above the floor. They’re tired of filling out surveys
asking presumptious questions such as ‘‘How tall are you?”
Why, just the other day, a short friend of mine pointed out to me
an astonishing fact in his life.
“YOU KNOW, I never saw a complete parade until I joined a
marching band.”
;

Lumherjack—s

to
Swede
Pridey
lore publication. All
major and year in school. Libelous, tasteless or
may not be used.

extensively’ the

ticket window of the John Van
Duzer Theatre: admission sales
were 4,800 from Jan. 1, 1974, to

I asked

1975, The

hard data are presented to the
Board of Finance, who in’ turn
recommends
to SLC whether

year, the association does in fact

figures?

February!26.

vote

at the

sive”

4) Alternate systems of funding

tens.

“NE

Ramirez

Wednesday,

-)

—
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laws in California and the phar-

macist must dispense what the
doctor prescribes
and this is what
he stocks in his
}
;
All the pharmacies in Humboldt County obtain their pharmaceuticals except generics,
from one. or more of the same
four major drug wholesalers:
McKesson, Amfac Drug, Drug
Service or Northwest Drug. The
only products where the pharmacist has a choice of manufacturer
is with generic prescriptions.
The name branded drugs not
purchased through the wholesaler are purchased from the same
direct manufacturers.
Speaking for Value Giant and
with my knowledge of other
major pharmacy chains in the
area, chains have a reputation to
protect and a liability factor to
consider which causes them to
stock only quality, reputable
manufactured, and nationally
known generics.
Contrary to your article, all the

chain pharmacies in Humboldt
County are either operating their
pharmacy departments for a

native american because I was
born in America.
I am also

second generation Californian.
Some where in my past I am half
English and half N
‘
The United States is made up of
English, Germans, Irish, Africans, Spanish, Indians, ‘‘Native

faced with the spectre of Huin-

8 p.m |

hostile environment than erect-

8 p.m.

boundaries.

8 p.m

The Movement has

acted as a prophylactic against
Southern California’s ejaculated
wad of Frontierland pioneers.
In addition to the backpacks,
army surplus jeans, McDonald’s

United

States

but

how

many

have rights too.
Deb McFarlane

Graduate

Geology
L.A. Rip-Offs
It’s hard to accept people who

live on pine bark and Grape Nuts
eight

months

of the

year,

and

champagne and caviar summer,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and
Easter.
unknown

Four years ago some
messiah captured the

local sentiment by scrawling the
landmark

“S.F.

and

slogan

L.A.

on

a

wall:

Rip-Offs

Go

Arcata

822-1516

Auditorium. Admission $1.50. Last of a series.
Songwriters theater. Rathskeller. Admission 25

cents.

Have

8 p.m.

Reader’s Theatre “Work and Things.” Studio

§

all over Hum-

Operas, see above.

Theatre. Free, tickets required...

boldt County with such regularith? Consider the mechanism.

8 p.m.

Recital

8 p.m
10:15 p.m.

from? (Hint: Wkere do
hunks of bronze and
surferettes frolic. in
splendor? If you guess-

7:30 p.m

Times.) Warm, tropical air certainly isn’t a feature of Humboldt

County, is it?

Operas, see above.

marr. Founders Hall Auditorium. $1.

Movie,

What we need is a consortium

Sunday

Movie, “Dirty Harry,” see above.

Art concert and araniee of a 10-ton ice

8 p.m.

8 p.m

Dance concert with Joint Session. Rathskeller.

northern boarder of L.A.

John Gofman. Multipurpose Room.

Journal of Social Relations.

to

could have shipped the flood to
L.A. where it belonged.
L.A.
charitably exports expendables
like its mellow-dramatic culture.
Let’s return the favor. Send them

a flood; they’d be devastated.

Scott Sweet

John Tallman

Senior N.R.

Sophomore Business

CLASSIFIED

Art Mart in the Multipurpose Room. Cost $1.50

8 a.m.
to 5 p.m

Art Mart. See above.

to participants.

|

$
’

Wednesday

'

(

more

tattoos

(Continued from front page)

secret),
usually

machines, needles: and
some drawings he’s

working on for a customer.
Tem says many of his custom-

ers are women.

‘About 50 to 65 per cent of my

customers are women. A lot of
that has to do with the quality and
size of the work-it’s

no longer

gaudy and awkward...it can be
small and intricate.”
“Many
women
want small
flowers, mushrooms or butter-

flies,’’ Tem said.
8733257320

.

Tuesday

8 a.m
toS p.m.

They’

water anyway; so let’s
we have some to spare
let them have it. If the
had existed in 1964, we

|

Admission 75 cents. Benefit for the Humboldt

develop the technology required
to bundle up this foreign air and

want our
wait until
and then
aqueduct

“Dirty Harry,’: IRC, Jolly Giant Rec.

Room, IRC free, others $1.

of physicists (Hailing from north

Bh |
a huge
at the

and

Cultural

sculpture in the Art Dept. courtyard with
saxaphone and bass musi¢.
Lecture ‘‘Nuclear Radiation Hazards.’’ Dr.

and should be reading the L.A.

frontier areas as this.
Consider constructing
aqueduct terminating

Humboldt

Film Co-op movie “Ecstasy” with Hedy La-

8:30 p.m.

ed Clam Beach, you’re not a local

Let’s hope that we can

bassoon.

~

piano,

Saturday

we get three weeks of bumper-

continue to push boldly into such

Kennemar,

“Journey Through the Past.’’ See above.

shoots and water wings. Where
does this moist, warm, tropical

The Movement has made massive triumphs in other directions

Hubert

. Center, Eureka. Students $1, general $2.

8 p.m.

of course)

with

Robert Cochran,

air, being of low pressure, draws
in warm, moist tropical air and

of San Frnacisco,

.

7:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

Noon

you ever wondered why the sky»

so far.

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD

cents; general, $1.

Film Co-op movie ‘ ‘Ulysses’’ Founders Hall
Two operas, ‘Comedy on the Bridge”’ and ‘“‘Mr.
Higgenbotham’s Disaster.’” Music Recital Hall.
Students $1; general, $2.
. Friday
Film “Journey Through the Past,” an autobiography of Neil Young. Multipurpose Room.
Admission $1.

hamburger stands, freeways,

and floor-length patchwork skirts
with combat boots, there are

air come
mellow
sagging
flatulent

Coffeehouse concert with Freddy and the
Starliners. Rathekeller.
Admission 75 cents.
Geology Club book and record auction,
ders Hall 2.
:

8 p.m.

Americans,” and other people We getan influx of polar air from
from all over the world. There the Gulf of Alaska (a common
are millions of people in the’ wintertime phenomenon).
This
people
are like me? Not many...
so I must be a minority
- and I

Food Center. See Perspective pages.

Prof. Leon Wagner, “Mr.
Opera
Mr. Higginbotham’s Dieaster.” Music Recital Hall. Students 50

ing golden arches at the county

squats and pees

Sin rele
Se wk

Kula on
Photochemistry of-

First Food Day committee meeting at the Bulk

7 p.m.

fading chameleon-like into this

other by-products of L.A.

Some

p.m.

boldt County being overrun by
rd bunnies and other rodent
pests,
very few people are egnorant enough to publicily advocate
the destruction of our hallowed
Redwood Curtain.
Foreigners
concern themselves more with

send it back to where it belongs.

Union Town Square

ot

Dr.

and

SSS &

Dear Editor Robin,
I am getting sick of all the
racist reactionaries
writing in the
third world column.
I am a

And the Movement has been
successful. Though we are still

Teday

The

size of the

;
tattoo has

a~

a

direct bearing on its price.
The smaller

tattoos are intri-

cate and difficult:

they require

more time than a larger tattoo
and cost more, from $5 to $15 for a
single flower, mushroom or but-

-terfly.
Men’s tattoos seem
to
larger, gaudier and costlier.

be

Some run into hundreds of
dollars and stretch from neck to
waist and from shoulder tip to
shoulder tip.
“Tattooing used to be a macho

trip but not anymore. An old man

camein the otheday
r and wanted

@ tattoo - he must have been 70

years old.”

25 word maximum, eee

Roses and eagles are big with
| men, according to Tem.

in all(4 lines).
Put the ke: words #6 the beginning , as they will.

Rates: $1 for
AL letiers, Deadline: Fri. 4 om. for next Wed. paper.
be emphasized by CA
first issue, #15 ther eafte r,a ll ads prepaid. Bring to Nelson Hall 6 or the Information Desk,

_ _ (University Center,) or mail with payment to The Lumberjack Newspaper, H.S.U., Arcata,

2 Ca. 95521.
i +e

de

1166 HSt.
4
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Arcata

There are anchor tattoos for
the ex-sailors

and

dotted

lines

around the neck, complete with
the inscription ‘Don’t open till
Christmas” for the nuts.

SUSSE

Minority

“Solution

this new-found battle cry

Seminar.

084

Castle and Cooke Merchandising
Corp.
(Value Giant Stores)

Chemistry

seeratena

Your drug survey article of
Jan. 22, 1975, is filled with some
misinformation, especially relating to some statements by Dr.
Norman Headley concerning
generic prescription products.
The pharmacist stocks brand
names primarily because he is
responding to the prescribing
habits of the physicians in the
area. There are no substitution

7:30 p.m.

°°

scientious than others is an inane
statement, which can easily be

Locals united behind

serene
ret erenecte

some pharmacists are more con-

Home.”

*.*a*s

' profit or intend todoso. Pharmacies are too expensive to operate
as “‘loss leaders.”
In conclusion, stating that

Wednesday,

February
26, 1975, The Lumberieck—7

Amnesty International reaches out
plained; since both are seniors

on postage in a month than most

and school is more time-consum-

mented now, the McMullin’s ex-

people spend in a year; they are
members

of Amnesty

ing.
.
Still, their efforts are far from

Interna-

tional (AI).
They write letters habitually to
people they have never met,
concerning people who may have
no idea that they exist, and are
devoted to securing the release of
political prisoners everywhere
and abolishing the use of torture
on all prisoners.
These seven students comprise
Group 29 of the USA division of
AI, a fragment of the internation-

meager.

ment entailed typing and mailing
messages on 400 -postcards to
other AI groups to be signed and
forwarded overseas.
Theoretically, one ‘official
would be deluged with countless
cards from various localities-all
petitioning for the release of one
prisoner

Still, the group focuses its energies mainly on writing letters for

al organization suppogted by in-

the three prisoners it has adopted. Since the recent release of
one adoptee, their prisoners now

dividuals as diverse in political
beliefs

and

national

Bishop Chi of Korea

origins

as

and Joan

include a Chilean, a Russian and
an Indonesian.
“We're all kind of excited
again, now that the Bolivian got
released and we’ve got a new

Baez.
With a permanent staff headquartered in London, AI strives

for the release of what it calls
“prisoners

of conscience,’’

is, individuals

who

have

that

prisorier,”” Mary remarked. ‘“‘We
specifically asked for one in Chile

been

jailed because of ‘‘political, religious or other conscientiously held
beliefs’’ or because of their
“ethnic origins, color, or language, provided they have neither
- used nor advocated violence.”’
AI endeavors have met with

some success.

A recent accomplish-

since there is an overload of
cases there now.”
Lately, Group 29 has also been

trying to stress it’s function as an
information source as a small
scale version of the central
organization which has become
established as a consultative adjunct of the U.N. and UNESCO.
“We feel we could be more
successful in Chile,’ interposed

Numerous politi-

cal prisoners have been returned
to society because of its actions.
When notified of a prisoner,
Al’s first step is an investigation
to determine his or her eligibility
for assistance. If qualified, the
prisoner is adopted and the
campaign for release which often

Kirk.

‘Possibly they would be

more influenced by us than say,
Germany or Italy.
After all,
we're the home of I.T.T.”’

The actual impact of their let*y
=f

non-partisan attitude of Al.
tei

There are seven people in
Arcata who spend more money

In accordance
with that tenet,
the prisoners a group supports

usually include one from a Third
World country, a capitalist and a
communist country.

Political prisoners of the U.S.
are also subjects
of Al’s concern.
The McMullin’s illustrated this
with a reference
to Angela Davis,
who they said might have been a
potential adoptee had an investigation been able to establish that
she was

The late Bill Williams:
2013).

non-violent.

outside of his hometown of Greenup, Ky.

“It’s impossible to generalize
about the types of people who join
AI,” Mary contends.
‘‘They
both

sides

of

the

political fence.”
The massive pressure that Al’s
size allows it to exert is what
Mary considers the key to its
success. Its effectiveness stems,

she said, from the constant flood
of material which ‘‘lets countries
know that we know they are
keeping people imprisoned. It’s

probably the most
thing AI does.”

bluesman

important

the man playing them, you'll come

state, prison officials and other
per.sons of influence.
In this capacity, Arcata’s seven
members fit into the scheme of
AI. They write letters, send postcards and receive piles of mail.
They operate continually, hope-

fully and quietly. So self-contained is their

enterprise

that

few

people know it exists.
Started by two married HSU
students, Mary and Kirk McMullin, Group 29 is presently
engaged in a campaign, of sorts,
to recruit more members and to
stimulate an awareness of the
circumstances it hopes to eradicate.

:

After a year of writing letters,
McMullin remarked that ‘‘We’ve
become saturated with all this.”
When they started, the five

original

Arcata

members

met

weekly, vowing that each would
write at least five letters a week.
Group meetings and letter-

ters is incalculable.
‘“‘As far as our group goes - so
far one ‘of the prisoners we've

benefit at Jambalaya,

been working for has been released. But we don’t know if we're
responsible. We just don’t know
if we’ve been significantly suc-

forms

cessful so far.””
Kirk shrugged his shoulders,
“Sometimes we get the feeling
that the governments we’ve been
writing to don’t care.”

Mystery shrouds most of the
releases that have been negotiat-

ed.
we get what

seem like form letters that just
say ‘thanks for being aware of the
situation’ and not much else.
Other times the letters are very

personal.”

Bill

sums

it up

best. in ‘‘Nobody’s

Kaew

LOGGINS & MESSINA.

-

“Mother Lode:Columbia”’

Well, the southern California boys, who after a gem-like debut

album and two less striking subsequent LP’s have produced their
finest yet with Mother Lode. Here, all the talented aspects of the
band have come together to form a rich and beautiful album. Jim
Messina is the true star of the album, employing excellent guitar
work, vocal work, and truly imaginative writing. This is a change
from the previous albums, whose writing was predominately by

Kenny

Messina

Loggins.

is still writing mainly

about

love,

relationships, and his women, but with the bands loose style, it
really comes across well. The album is filled with many great
to the mountains”
songs, but among the best are, :“‘Be Free,”’ a ‘ get
type tune with an incredible Greek-like saanaetie interplay in the

are

middle. In ‘‘Lately My Love,” Messina picks some of the finest
guitar licks I’ve ever heard. The accompaning band of Al Garth,
Larry Sims, Jon Clarke and Merle Bregante deserves a lot of recognition, the backup work on Mother Lode proving once again that

members.

“We usually just don’t have
expectations,’’ Mary explained.
However, they would be glad to

there isn’t a better rhythm section around.

Pooling it all together,

this album just seems to fit together really well, unlike the previous

find people, ‘‘not just students,

two studio albums.

either,”” who would be willing to
write occasionally as unaffiliated

Mother Lode is like the ‘rivers and trees”’ that

Messina writes about. A bit of fresh air for a smog choked world.
-ROBERT LEVENTHAL

A diversity of sour-

ces is beneficial, they said.

and names, the more the chance
that they’ll get through is.

If all

letters come from AI they might
end up in the wastebasket while
individual

names

can

be

very

effective.”

In the occasional event that the

Russia is one of the countries

letters reach the prisoner directly, ‘‘It’s often moral support for
the prisoner, even if he can’t get
released,’’ Kirk said.
“It lets him know that someone

to penetrate with this
- Jas
approaches and
names.

knows he exists and is trying to

witn the
marked.

Russians,” Mary re“With them it’s like

knocking

your

get him out.”
As a consequence of this reiteration, she said, they sometimes
fall into the practice of mass-protheir

messages.

Mass-

produced or not, their correspon-

writing schedules are less regi- . «ence

Maybe

“The more variety in approach

“But sometimes

ducing

of music.

~TOM CAIRNS

reluctant to predict an influx of

individuals.

to understand and perhaps

drunk on Monday-It ain’t nobody’s business if I do.”

Even after the success of the AI
they

and

Business,”’ when he sings, “If I go to church on Sunday-And I get

Group 29 leave Arcata in June.
The McMullin’s are concerned
that ‘‘if nobody else joins there
won’t be any organization left in
this area.”

instrumental,

appreciate the blues tradition and its common roots with other

Mary concurred, ‘‘We’re so
isolated up here that we just
write letters.”’
Their ‘isolation up here’ will
end when they and the rest of

2 little while loner,

a ragtime

door.’’ When you list
to theen
album and think about the songs, and

oat

impossible tokes
.
includes financial and legal assistance to the captive’s family is
underway.
Committed to these objectives,
AI groups scattered throughout
the world send messages petitioning for the release of ‘‘prisoners of conscience” to heads of

‘“‘Blake’s Rag,”

more-You done the wrong thing when you drove me from your

Coordination of the expanding
number of campaigns and missions necessitates a bureacratic
Staff that seems farther removed
from the McMullin’s than their
prisoners who they ‘‘can get very
personal about.”
“There’s something even we
don’t understand very well, and
that’s the bureaucracy.
We're
kind of fortunate that we don’t
stuff,”’ Kirk maintained.

the possible tohe

Blake,

“Bubblegum,” a song about a man leaving his lover: ‘I woke up
this morning, my baby was laying in the bed-I looked at her and
thought she was dead-I’m sorry babe, I can’t be with you no

have to play around with that

x

This album contains

some beautiful examples of a master of the guitar. And don’t be.
scared off by the word “blues” either. The blues are a great
American tradition, and Bill Williams takes country blues, folk and
ragt
and ime
blends them into a unique style that a lover of guitar
will appreciate. The songs run from a fresh, untraditional version
of “Salty Dog”’ to Bill’s rendition of the famous ragtime hit “Darktown Strutter’s Ball.”’ Bill came from a “dry” county, so he knows
what it’s like to have the ‘‘Corn Liquor Blues,” a
about a man
with ‘shin
for sale:
e ‘‘A drop of my liquor fell on the
the other
day-A mouse drank it up and he ran all the cats away.” On the
other side of the coin is ‘When the Roses Bloom Again,”’ the story
of a man who gets caught with his still. Bill clai
to med
have known
Blind Blake, the famous bluesman, and whether he did or not, is not
known. However, two pieces are taken from themes of the famous

ticket fines to the government or
Al.

from

“Blues, Rags and Ballads” (Blue Goose

In these days of superstars and glitter-rock, massive publicity
campaigns and jet-set concert tours, a common record buyer might
think the only musicians existing are Elton John, the Rolling Stones
.and David Bowie. If you're into their type of music, that’s OK. But
if you’re an uncommon
person, then you'll like this new releaseon
Blue Goose. Bill Williams is the antithesis of today’s music spectacles. Discovered in 1970 at the ripe old age of 73, he performed
only briefly before passing away in 1973. He began playing the
guitar in 1908, never recorded until 1971, and wasn’t really known

“It’s new to the U.S. but it’s a
household word in Germany,” remarked Kirk.
There the public is given a
choice between paying parking

come

:

always .emphasizes.
the, .

“We're kind of in a stalemate

wall.

head

against

{

designed for long

§

lasting enjoyment

a

We never know if we're
through to them.”

925 “G” St., Arcata

But, she indicated, that is to be }
expected.

‘So
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Computer assesses life styles
Room 204, or upstairs in Nelson
Hall, Room 206.

‘

REDWOODS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

Or, do you casually take
in
stride?
Some aus
tert
happy unless
are taking
risks, living
,” he
said.
.
“If you don’t have a good idea
of what life style is for you, you
can't live a full life. There’sno
way,” Coltra explained.
‘Eventually, these profiles
could be used in a guidance situation. A counselor
could use it to
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sured loans are available from
any of our Student

Loan

~ Offices.
avings Accounts: All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holiget

days and vacations.
m” Student Representatives. Finally, the Col- lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent graduates themselves, our Reps are located

—

the account ,

stays open. through the summer even

with a zero balance, so you don't

have to close it in June, reopen it in °
ae:
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Checks
“SS
are included at a very low cost. Scenic or
a little more.
style checks for
-gther

at all our major college offices and are

|
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KenkAmericard® Next, if you’re a qualified student o
sophomore standing or higher, you can alse get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
servative credit limits help you start building a good credit

easyto talk with.
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" not drop. by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your banking a
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Authors draw on experiences to write new text
by Debbie Rutte
It is time the academic community realized that textbooks
don’t have to be dry, dull books,
according to Richard Rettig, an
HSU sociology professor.

State Prison at Walla Walla,”
Rettig said.
The experiences that Rettig
and Torres identify with also give
them insight into the problems of
correction institutions.

“The

indeterminate

in California
detriment to

sentence

is the greatest
corrections that

there could possibly be,” Rettig
said.
“It is used to hold a club over a

people’s heads and to coerce and
destroy.”

CRE IS AN example
of the contradictions
of the system.
“People in CRE are civil

A GOOD EXAMPLE of someone who was
by the

commitments, but if you go into

“The story of George Jackson

have legal redress.
‘‘You’re
there and you can be there for 80
years. The whole notion comes

CRC you think you're in prison.
indeterminate sentence was _ They’ve got wire and gun towGeorge Jackson, one of the ers,’’ he said.
Soledad Brothers.
A civil commitment doesn’t

He and Manuel Torres, an HSU

student, are co-authoring a book
to satisfy Rettig’s opinion. It is
the story of Torres’ life.
Torres spent 25 years involved
in crime ranging from juvenile

epitomizes the inadequacy of the
indeterminate sentence where,
for a minor crime, a man can be

gangs to armed robbery.
Rettig said the book will trace
Torres’ involvement with gangs
in the Bronx, rackets and heroin
addiction. Also to be covered is

sentenced up to life,’’ Rettig said.
Rettig said it involves the
‘‘got-your-mind-right’”’
_philosophy and getting your mind right

means thinking what the parole
board wants you to.
:

Torres’ confinement in Sing Sing
prison, Synanon and the California Rehabilitation Center (CRC).

“In today’s prisons, when a
Black or Puerto Rican brother is
brought up for parole, the questions are not always how much
‘ clean time do you have, but
rather, ‘What do you think of

“THE BOOK IS a sociological
one.
It’s looking at biography
and history as important to a
variety of social problems,” Rettig said.

Eldridge Cleaver?’ ”

“His life will display principles
and concepts that can be played

According to Rettig, another
problem with the present system

off on theories we can use in the
field, but it will read like a
novel.”

porting prisoners

comes from the practice of trans-

far from their

homes.

Torres is on parole and says he
feels strange

about

writing

the

“WE LEAVE HIS wife and
children behind, stranded. We’ve

“T’ve never done anything like
this before.
Everything that’s
happened to me is like a dream.”
Torres said it has been easy to
identify with Rettig because Rettig is an ex-offender also.

broken up a family and deprived

book.
]

=

-

“I CAN ‘TELL him exactly
what I feel or think and I know
he’ll understand because he’s
gone through it,”’ Torres said.
Rettig said he has spent 15
years in prison on charges of
burglary, armed robbery and
arson.
“I was in prison four times;
three times in Oregon State
Prison and once in Washington

children of a father,”’ he said.
Rettig said each city of any size
could have its own prison and
Humboldt and Del Norte counties
should have their own prison.
The whole prison system needs
change. ‘‘The notion of prisons as
they’re constituted today is nothing but an industry on which
Photo

Textbooks can be interesting; Richard

Westrup

sociology professor, is co-a uthoring a book to support
his opinion. The book will cover topics ranging from

juvenile crime to armed robbery. The book
biography of HSU student Manuel Torres. ;

OPEN Daity
11:30

by Gail

Rettig, HSU

PHONE

is a

society

thrives like

buzzards,”

Rettig said.
“This is not to say that we don’t
need to have correction or social

order. I stand up for social order,
but

we

need

to

look

at

the

situation more realistically.”

from

the

medical

analogy

sick and bad.”
Rettig said he believes change
can come from within the system, if citizens become aware of
the need.
“There are many people, including Gov. Brown and Lt. Gov.
Dymally and many others in the

Department of Corrections that
are aware of the distinct need for
change,” he said.

WHAT HAPPENS INSIDE prisons is a direct reflection of what
happens in society.
“To say that we have to change
prisons without having some
theoretical notion of changing
society is not only inappropriate

but it’s idiocy,” Rettig said.
“The problem is much deeper
and broader than talking abut
prisons. We can talk about San
Quentin and Soledad, but there
are a thousand other prisons all
around us.
“The Tenderloin in San Fran-

cisco imprisons kids into homosexuality and into destroying
themseives with drugs.
“wo
Street in Eureka imprisons giris
into whoredom and prostitution,”
Rettig continued.
“There are prisons all around
us and we in society sometimes.
just stand at the edge and
watch.”

442-5072

aM. To 10 p.m
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Boxing bui
by John Diaz

objectiveo

The mat is worn and spotted
with blood. The ropes look loose

THE
5
boxing aq
provides p|

Boys Club.

enough to make George Foreman
scream foul. No matter.
Two boxers, 14 to 15 years old,
are jabbing each other in the

ring.
One slams a hard right into the

other’s face.
The tempo picks up. Their 714pound gloves fly at each other.
“It looks more like a brawl out
there,’’ a watching

boxer says,

patiently waiting his turn in the
ring.
Bob Iorg, a coach and former
amateur boxer, senses the fighters’ loss of composure and calls

for a break.
He reviews techniques with the

young boxers,
resumes.

and

the

bout

and hand them to the next two
lIorg helps tie the

gloves for the next bout.
‘Remember, nobody’s out to
beat anybody. You're out there
to learn.”
For many of these youngsters
the lesson goes beyond the boxing
skills they develop.
Boxing
becomes a means of channeling
their energy.
Getting boys to fight in the ring
instead of the street is one

Off the streets, into the ring
Boxers

ae}

ie

dee

above.

nee
with a profane love
...for a man of God.

prepare

future

for

L

practice

Humboldt

bouts,

Getting

at

Five

the senior
and the
boxers.
“Many
here have
the law

jf
c
a
o

fights. He
responsibil
Jerry Ne
club, said.
Bob Io
boxer, coa
@
said
sportsman;
the boys.
“Oneof ¢
in school,”

put them

“DON’T PAW, SHOOT it,’’ he
shouts during the action in the
ring.
“Watch your feet, your leg’s
moving up, keep your feet on the
ground.”’
The bout ends.
The fighters
shake hands, untie their gloves
combatants.

6-16.

sure they g
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THURSDAY

HUTCHINS GROCERY
& FOURTH ST.
MARKET

James Joyce's
““ULYSSES“’
rated X

8 P.M. Admission $1.50
ei)

FRIDAY
The Marx Bros.
os.
in

;

“MONKEY BUSINESS”

Wines and Liquors

i

:

shows at 8& 10P.M.
Admission $1.00
gg

x

2

31 2/2603/2?
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SATURDAY
| ‘Lawerencian

Poetry’
| Sensual ¢ Erotic!
|
“"ECSTASY’’

1933

|

Film Classic4
Admission $1.00.

Strauss’ Opera
“DER ROSEN
KAVALIER’’

FOUNDERS HALL AUD. |

PROGRAM (NFO |
pa.

822-3375

A kid can only take so:

Hiding tears behind hi
gets encour agement.

g builds boys’ skills
objective of the Humboldt County
Boys Club.
i spotted
00k loose
Foreman

and the club has
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boxers.
“Many

of the boys who
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Boxing
anneling
the ring
is

one

the law or involved in street
fights. Here they learn control,

responsibility and self-respect,”’
Jerry Nelson, director of ”
club, said.
Bob

Iorg,

a former

said

the

program

SUBSIDIZES

its

The club usually

the boys.

“One
of our rules is no fighting
in school,’’ Iorg said. “If they do I
put them in the ring and make

operates on a small budget.

THE JUNIOR TEAM has traSEVERAL
OF THE
senior
fighters from the Eureka club
have been successful in regional
and national competition, notably
Marty
Jiminez
and
Junior
Albers.
Jiminez, from Blue Lake, won
the Ed Molar award at the San
Francisco Golden Gloves tournament last year.
The award is
given to the tournament’s outstanding boxer.
Jiminez
is
training for
a spot on the 1976 U.S.
Olympic team.
Albers, a 23-year-old fighter
from Arcata, won the national
Golden Gloves championship in
Portland three years ago.
He
began boxing because it was ‘‘in

ae

facet” of the club’s operations,
according to Nelson.
The club

So Iorg must
stump
area
businessmen to find sponsors.
veled to Santa Rosa, Sonoma and
Crescent City recently. Traveling expenses are greater for the
senior team.
They’ve recently
boxed in Carson City, Las Vegas
and San Francisco.
Sometimes, if a boxer is particularly successful, the expenses
may be considerable.
Jiminez
fought in the Golden Gloves
nationals in Louisville, Ky.

are

less

effective

because

they

don’t

fight

Wills, who was never knocked out during his 150-bout
professional career, boxed under several names. He was known as

totally subsidize traveling because boxing is only ‘‘one small

builds

today

earn a million

‘“‘That’s what’s wrong with boxing today,’ Wills
explains, ‘‘nobody boxes scientifically anymore, they
just go in there and slam it out.’

reimburses gas costs, but cannot

portsmanship and character in

hae
“That's
what's
wrong with boxing
today .. .”’

Wills, Connie Walker, Frankie Walker and the Texas Wild-

“ie said “those damn newspapers”’ gave him the latter title.
Phony names were employed by boxers in the twenties so they
po box frequently without intervention by the boxing commissions.
Wills’ admiration for Champion Mickey Walker, who Wills was
never able to challenge, was the reason for the other names. Bogus

names were so common in the twenties that ‘‘you didn’t know who
the hell you were boxing,” Wills said.
Boxing history is tainted with charges of fixing and has more
scandals than perhaps any sport. Strides have been made since
Wills’ era toward regulating the sport. But the charges remain.
Once Wills was given the opportunity to ‘‘take a dive.’’ His
manager asked him to take it easy on an opponent. Wills was
furious.

“| double-crossed those gangsters. They were
asking me to throw the fight and | didn’t even see a

“Traveling is an important
part of it (the program),’’ Nelson
said. ‘“‘They get to meet a lot of
kids and see different places.
For Nelson, who once worked
in a probation department, Boys
Club sponsored boxing ‘‘is productive, it’s great.’’

dime up front,’’ Wills said.
Wrecking the ‘“‘gang’s”’ plans by winning the fight, Wills said
“they were ready to mob me” after the fight.

“Maybe if they'd offered me two or three thousand I would have
considered taking a dive,’’ Wills said and added, ‘that’s the only
one I ever got tangled up with.”
Wills said the practice of fixing boxing matches still occurs
today and he can immediately spot a fixed match. Unfortunately,
he’s found this practice evident even in amateur fights.
“How in the hell is a kid supposed to get ahead with that going
on?”’ Wills said.
Wills, whose biggest boxing payday was $7,000 in a fight with
“‘Arizona’’ Joe Rivers, attributes the increased purses today to the

popularity of closed-circuit television. For a young fighter today,
Wills said boxing is a chance to earn a million.
Wills would like to find a boxer to train with his ‘‘scientific”’
method.

. ‘‘Nobody boxes
scientifically
anymore. . .’’

“Yeh, Ill teach scientific boxing and have a kid out
there eating up the competition,”’ Wills said.
Once Wills finds an interested fighter, the prodiges can expect a
program emphasizing fundamentals. Wills would prefer a fighter
who hasn’t fought extensively, since such a boxer would have to
unlearn many bad habits.
Tommy Gibbons, a fighter who challenged and lost to Jack
Dempsey, was Wills’ teacher. Gibbons, noted for his clever
techniques, avoided a knock out in the Dempsey fight. Wills
credits Gibbons for most of his boxing knowledge.
Wills trained several successful amateur boxers, most notably
Larry Housman. Housman was the Northwest lightweight
amateur champion in 1969. Four of Wills’ trainees won a Eureka
tournament in 1949.
Prospective fighters can notify Wills at P.O. Box 285 in Fortuna.

FAMILY RESTAURANT

®8¥

WE SERVE
“SANDWICHES OR COMPLETE MEALS
NSIDE DINING OR CAR HOP SERVICE

% ORDERS
TO GO x
SAVE TUS - CALL ANEAD

Photo by

| can only take so much

before it starts to hurt.

ig tears behind his glove, a young
encour

the program.

amateur

sure they get beat.”

CLUB

Equipment, trophies and traveling are the major expenses in

boxer, coaches the junior team.
a

Boxers

boxing program from community
donations and the senior matches
it sponsors at the Eureka Auditorium.
Club President Gary
Blanks promotes the bouts.

come

can

“scientifically” according to a veteran of the ring.
Connie Wills, a 1928 welterweight contender, retired from
professional boxing during the depression. But listening to the 71year-old Fortuna resident, it seems he never really was away.
“Bam, bam, bam,” he exhorts while boxing an imaginary
opponent, explaining the technique known as the “‘counterpunch.”’

is looking forward to 1976. But he
may bypass an Olympic bid to
turn professional.

the senior program (16 and older)

20-25

boxers

1972 Olympic chances and Albers

6-16. Five boxers are involved in

Lum xeriack—11

1928 contender says young

my blood.” His seven brothers
are also boxers.
A broken hand thwarted his

THE BOYS
CLUB,
hub of
boxing activity in the area,
provides programs for boys age

ears old,
in the

Wednesday, February
26, 1975, The

agement.

competitor

Gail

(062-0477)

Soares

. “They
in there
it out.’’

and

just go
siam

sents
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Now $125.00 buys:

More power than our
grammed functions and
our HP-35. The HP-21
trig functions, the latter

HP-35. 32 pre-prooperations vs. 22 for
performs all log and
in radians or degrees.

It’s our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
e convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (>P,—>R) ;
e do full register arithmetic (M+, M—, Mx,
M+)

;

e calculate a common antilog (10) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1/x, y*, Vx, 7) and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or

less. In sum, it’s designed to solve tomorrow’s
problems as well as today’s.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our
HP-35.

Full display formatting.
The display key (DSP) |
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here’s what this unique

logic system means for you:
e You

can

evaluate

any

expression

without

_ copying parentheses, worrying about hierar-

chies or re-structuring beforehand.

e You can solve-all problems your way—the

e You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America’s Cup navigators and over 500,000

other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much per-

formance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn’t have the HP-21
538-7922

(in Calif.

yet, call us at 800-

800-662-9862)

for the

name of a dealer who does.

way you now use when you use a slide rule

e You solve all problems—no matter how complex—one step at a time. You never work

HEWLETT [hp PACKARD

with more than two numbers at once.

e You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
e You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
GIS foo

*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes—
Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.
:

Council backs log gers impact report refusal
by Emily Kratzer

A resolution

North-

After

more

audience

com-

ments, the council passed the resolution

with

Hauser,

Mayor

Suggesting that a post office in
McKinleyville would: relieve

Alexandra Fairless and Councilmember

yes.

Wesley Chesbro voting

(Council

member

Paul

Wilson was absent; he is recovering from surgery.)
Boss
Hammond
once again address-

ed the council to request it to
invite the State Senate Resources

Committee
to hold hearings in the
Northcoast
area. A motion to this
effect was passed by the council.

Use
of the old Safeway
was deba
with po M ype
Jim

Turner

and

McVicar say’

realtor

An excu
trip
rsio
is planned
nfor system. Fees were set at 25 cents
Memorial Day weekend.
The per ride for most adults (over 65
refree) and set provisifor
ons
duced rates for members of
groups which wish to subsidize
Becking
asked where the trains member's fares.
would stop when they got here,
—passed.a
bicycle policy for
since there are no stations in the the implementation
of the bicycle
area.
route system.
The policy inChesbro,
“That is a pro- cludes aprovision
which requires
bilem.”’
new multi-family
and commerIn other busiriess,
the council:
cial developments to provide
—passed a resolution establish- adequate bicycle storage facili-

ing a rate fare for the city bus_ ties.

This would give the legislative
body a chance
to visit the area
involved with the EIR issue and

@DOT'S DRIVE-INN

City Attorney
John Corbett said

men’s Club, Mrs. Jesse Sorensen

Becking had a clear bias on the

said, ‘‘I don’t believe the postal
department has completely turned

‘UOT Reindon Moed . Orders To Go,

ing the matter.

this

down.

He didn’t.

for logging

in-

Any action on the matter was
held over to the March

Another speaker,

Friends

of the Earth

Straight

asked

Arrow

that

the

post office had been built in a
time of ‘‘foot traffic.’
Plaza businessman Rocco

a member of

and

the

council

delay

action on Hauser’s resolution for

community input and education.
Art Hammond, a co-plaintiff in
the suit for EIR’s said, ‘I don’t
agree on the imposition of EIR’s
to all loggers throughout the
State.

from similar efforts by a ‘‘group”
of. basically bay area train
freaks.”

His intent in introducing

.
(707)

442-9231

the

resolution was to use it to gain

enthusiasm

Tedesco said, ‘If people want
another post office put a branch,
say, in Northtown. Once you're
on the plaza, we’re all foot traffic
people.”
Eureka postmaster and section
manager Alfred Houle said, ‘‘We

organization,

5 meeting.

Congressman

Sorensen said that now traffic
is automobile oriented, and the

terests asked the council to add
to the resolution another resolution which he read.

.

They’ll be looking

ton.”’

A spokesman

822-0094

Arcata
and watching its growth.”

Clausen (R-Crescent City) is
working on it for us in Washing-

to other council members regard-

S

| Greaktast 2 a.m.te 10-¢6.m.
Chocolate & Vanilla Soft ice Cream Cones
Delicious hamburgers

of.the
post office.
Fairless
said at the beginning
of the discussion
that the
had been turned down by the
Portland district office.
Speaking for the Arcata .Womatter and recommended he
neither vote nor make comments

a

" Qpien24 hours o doy, 7 days o week.

hear citizen comments.

from

other

north-

coast governmental groups
passenger train service.

for

had a study and it concluded the

present facility is adequate. At
this time we feel it is adequate.
We project that in five years we
will need more space.
“You people who want a different location, take heart-we will
move. When the time is right and
we have the money, we will
move.”

“T’d like to ask the council to
add to the resolution that you
would like to see EIR’s lifted
completely.”
This statement was applauded
by the audience.

NEI YOUNG'S
NEW FILM
TECHNICOLOR
FROM NEW LINE CINEMA

FRI. FEB.28
noon
7:30
9:30
SAT. MARCH
1
7:30
9:30
MULTI
PURPOSE RM.
$1.00

agent 0708850, ,0.0 800-0 Bono
0re ore rere essences
ecte tates 0-0,
Se re e*a "eo"!
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Resort

at the Grand Canyon?

Ther
a bige’s
job to do this summer at our resort on the south
rim of Grand Canyon National Park. We'd like you to help us

do it.

The work is hard, the pay is nominal. You may work a 50
hour week with 2 days off. You will also have to sign a
contract which guarantees you will work for a minimum of
90 days. We require a $50 deposit which will be returned to
“you at the end of your contractual obligation, with $50 more.
Now the good part. You will work with people your own age
from all over the country. Room and board are provided
free. Uniforms, when necessary, are provided free. Many

recreational facilities will be made available to you for free
or at a special employee discount. And then, of course,
there’s the unexcelled natural beauty of the Canyon...
We are looking for responsible people to fill these positions:
Desk Clerks (NCR 4200)

Bo
Bs

Cooks
Cashiers

ise

Waiters-Waitresses

Janitors
Dishwashers

Housemen-Maids

RS

Service Station Attendants

=

Bus People

=

=

‘: campus
4

Bus Drivers (Az. class 4)

Bar Attendants

interviews conducted
WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

27

Sign up at the Placement Office
eee

ree eee

=
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San

NEW

DANCE

SPACe

EET

FOR HORSES

man. 8 a.m.-7_ p.m., 822-5327.

FOR SALE: HP pocket calculator
$175. ‘65 Ford, excellent condition

SS

Poridock, ond

box

$299. Call 639-2564 after 6 p.m.

stalls for rent, $17.50 per mont: Three
miles north of HSU. ¥2 mile north et large

4p.m., $1 Admission
mance
8 p.m. $1 Admission.
Internal
School 9th and L Arcata.

SEER

Refrigerator size fish smoker and
racks for sale. Will smoke up to 40
Ibs. of fish. Call Cavin-839-0019.

animal clinic. Call 668-5162 or 822-2190

ask for Chris.

SS
LA

SUMMER JOBS FOR ‘75. No experience necesary. Apply for jobs
at state and federal parks, guest
ranches, tourist resorts, private

IMPORTED RUGS: Oriental and
Navajo designs, tapestries, bedspreads $15 and up. Must see to
believe. Mad River Trading Co.
llth and H Arcata. Open 7 days.

camps.

FOR SALE ‘71 WHITTIER:

We've got lots.
fice, NH 6.

PAPER?

Lumberjack

Of-

and

ee

EARTH SHOES, size 9'2 mens or
11 womens.
Worn
oniy a few

oe
SHE

jacket-

MAY

abandoned,

Te

look like a stray
but

she’s

lost

or

from

home since Jan. 14. We love her
and miss her and are looking for
her. She’s a. black dog named

cata.

STEREO SYSTEM: Sansui 44)
62 record changer w-base, dust-

Velvet, 9¥2 years old. 443-1780.

cover, cartridge, MV 310 speakers
ho Oe See

rebuilt @ngine, n°w
bnakes,
fair body. sgoo
4.3 -\8s38

‘LL PAY $4 for your U.S. Silver
dollars (pre-'36). 160 percent over

SCHWINN 10 SPEED Melis Varsity $45., skis Fisher Supergiass
(195 CM) Geze Binding, $110, ladies Nordica ski boots size 71/2 $35,
all excellent. 833-3961.

EE

ANM-FM stereo receiver, Garrard

62

face for U.S. silver coins. 839-3524

eves, 826-3271

]

Cost $35. Seti for $15. 822-

Es

grey gloves). Reward. 622-6347 or
leave at 2531 Acheson Way Ar-

4¥a"' CELESTRON TELESCOPE
like new $50. 35mrn Soligor lens
with vivitar extension bellows for
close up work, fits any SLR camera. $15. Call 822-1119.

SCRATCH

when,

Corporation Yard (brown

3 Bdrm., 1¥2 bath, skirting, awning and shed. Already set up in
park (McK.) Call 839-2564 after 6
pm. $6800.
-

NEED

how,

WANTED!
Return of bright red
knapsack left on fence post by

12x64,

CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
Eurail
passes, 1D cards, youth hotels,
ships commercial flights and general
information
available
at
Associated Students Travel Service. Nelson Hall 119 826-3359.

Learn

McINTOSH 225 STEREO Power
Amp.
Excellent condition.
Use
with @ pre-amp or power rear
channels of a quad system. $150 or
offer. 822-6724.

where to apply. Receive over 200
Calif. names and addresses. Send
$3 to J.0.B. P.O. Box 708 Monterey, Ca. 93940.

MEHER BABA: Anyone wishing
to discuss the life and teachings of
Meyer Baba; | would like to hear
from you. Please call 622-6645.

=

<

RSS

Francisco—Sunday

March 2, Master Class, all levels,

=

=

Line Servers

Clerks (Misc.)

=

TUMBLEWEED

T.V.-stereo service. Contact Industrial Arts student Jim Suss-

WANTED TO SELL OR TRADE:
New king-size bed, retail value
$150, for double of equal condition
and value. h, 822-3251 a.m.

Heavy
and light weight
bunk
beds. Call Larry at 622-1271

i

=
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seste
st

day.

Fred.

CLASSIFIED! Want to run a
classified Ad? Bring
your ad of 25
words or less and $1 to NH NH 66 or
call 626-3271.

It’s only

run it again, toot

75c

if you

4

vw

EEC

Bug

NES

ae

well

a
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TYPEWRITER REPAIR | pick up and iativee
all work guaranteed | operate on o per
sonal

basis

and

Ron 839-2257

my

rates cre
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“all
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Mime is an evolutionary
as James
Donlon’s performance at HSU Feb. 10 showed.
.
Donlon, an HSU graduate and one-time instructor, has returned annually since 1972 to per-

said.

“It’s a form of theater that deals with universi-

alities. Mime is a type of theater that tries not to
be culture bound.

It’s something everybody’

form on campus and teach workshop classes.

His last session here concluded Friday.
Asked to give an explanation of mime he said,
“*] don’t like to give a definition to mime, but you
need something
to work from. To me it’s form,a
style
of theatér. There’s different
kinds of styles
when you rely on props.”
The traditional-style of mime, which put the
performer(s)
alone before the audience dressed
in leotard and tights with white make-up and no

props, has changed radically.

props
“Some of the things in the first half were my
- old style—the second half was different. I carried

Props which Donlon uses include costumes,
masks, horns and unicycles.
‘
Now, almost anything goes—including the use
of the voice.

an older, more experienced person. The use of
oe
and voice were on the evolutionary
scale.
“I look at it as the overall additions of complexity-you grow older as you go,’’ he said,
referring to continuity in his act.
Donlon became involved with mime while a

always been done without the use of the artist’
voice. But
no more.
In the second half of his performance,
Donlon
became a clown character who discovered sound
in the form of simple bicycle horns.
In the midst of his hornblowing,
he became
carried
away and shouted. A look of surprise
crossed his face, he sought the source of the
sound by looking around, then continued his
Commenting

visiting professor, Yass Hakashima,
campus several years ago.

I discovered

my

voice I

decided not to take it any farther—just leave it
there.”
Not only has the art changed, but also Donlon’s
performance. He used
to work with others, but
this time he was alone.
“Both ways have advantages.

Part of Donlon’s actions are influenced by the

reactions of the audience.

With a partner

Photo

by

audience members continued their laughter beyond the point of initial reaction.
“That really bugged me,” he said.
‘When

of ex-

something like that happens it sets a tone and
makes everyone uneasy.”
As the act progressed, the audience became

When you’re by yourself it’s

easier to concentrate on your act, you don’t have
to discuss things with others.

But then you don’t

have someone to watch and see what you're doing (for feedback).
“In a group there are more ideas, but right
now I-enjoy working alone.”

The

clown

pression,

is potentially the greatest
according

to

mime

James

form

Donion.

He

performed at HSU Feb. 10 and led workshops here
last week. HSU mimes will be performing at the
Internal

School

Mar.

1.

During his act, some

Hunt

Kenn.

you have to coordinate actions, but you can work
offof their energy.

on

“T’ve been doing it for eight years. It wasn’t’
too well known then; nowadays it’s become
much more popular. I was in the vanguard of
new interests,” he said.
Asked about the role of audiences in mime,
Donlon said, ‘I’ve had good fortune with my.
mime career with the audience.’’
é

on his act and his character,

Donlon said, ‘‘When

was

alert to every move Donlon made, from batting
an eye to twitching a finger.
“The whole thing is precision, and you know

Donlon said he thought about the show for five

you.can center precision in one part of your body.

months before he put it together.
“Mime treats space as something concrete,

Once you can do that you know you're a
performer.
Right now I’m just beginning to

know what I can do.”

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO
ENGLAND: July 15-August 4,

TRAVEL-STUDY 1975

Free travel to August 13, London & Vicinity, $920. Optional flight times available.

LE

LILES

SLE

E

EUROPE: June 25-August 1, Free travel to August 15. Optional flight times available.

ELE

LLL
LS LF

EE

LLESED

You

LSE

and there’s motivation in the movements.

LLG

Regensburg, Germany-$1150
Dublin and Kilkenny, Ireland-$1145
Florence, Italy-$1170
;
Madrid and Santiago de Compostela, Spain-$1120

2S

a of

- the clown over--in the second half I came out as

Whatever mime has been, it has

Greece-Yugoslavia-$119
.
Travel, room and board, six units inclusive. (Pan Am to London and return)

CRUISE: June 27-July 12
Mediterranean
aboard the new Golden Odyssey (Greek registered),
Fly L.A. to Athens; cruise14
days to Piraeus, Heraklion, Alexandria, Beiruit, Famagusta, Haifa, Rhodes, etc. 3 units in religions
and cultures of Mediterranean; $1094 compiete.
AFRICA:

June 25-August 15

Kenya from June 29-August1; six units in African Studies;
(air fare included).
FAR EAST: June 25-July 29
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong
; some

Two weeks in London
$1795,
, complete

; six units in Asian Studies. Includes hotels, air fare, transfers,
and dinners, $1886.

MEXICO: June 22July 25
Guanajuato,
Mexico; 6 units of credit in Spanish, culture, Mexico Today;
to center
elnot
included. $410 complete; Optional tours to Mexico City and Guadalajara, $607.etc.; trav

All travel, room & board arrangements: The University Foundation, CSUC Free travel not included in the price.

Loggers vs. ecologists

Wednesday, Pebruery/2%. 1975, The Lumberiack—15

Local conflict highlights economic unrest.
The controversy surrounding logging operations on
henner coast is not an academic exercise What
is
ppening
lumber com
is ha
in
hundreds of industries
x
vn
In Humboldt County, wood is the issue. In other

areas

Commentary

severity of the problems, and how to solve them.
Two views are presented here,
voicesof
two of the opposing factions in the logging situation.
The Sierra Club has beep called the environmentalist
faction in the issue. It has been one group bearing the
brunt of criticism from the loggers.
The Sierra
Club is a national organization, subdivided into state, regional and county groups.
The Straight Arrow Coalition was formed in the im-

’ by Paul Herron & Keith Till

it is plastic

, concrete, oil or nuclear
Al- .
most any product, produced by almost any power.
means, is
subject to scrutiny and criticism by a growing number

Centiatis Wises Wale Wil dew Witin exalts

vie

mediate aftermath of the court decision requiring the

determine whether a man can continue working at
a
job he has held all his life.
Timberis at ‘stake here. More than timber, people
are.
aaeene

come coe

filing of Environmental Impact Reports (EIR’s).
The coalition describes itself as a non-profit, educational, non-partisan California corporation, whose
Jerny Tr amy, in the words of Chairman of the Board

conservation.

erry

r
a group
edit wants logging comshut down.
pletel
y
People agree that both em
and a beautiful
_ environment are desirable. But they t disag
ree on the

L.

Spencer, president

Eo,

t

~ Straight Arrow

5

“We sympathize with the local

__ctices, but they haven’t done it

happily.
The solution
is to allow loggingweather and economics permiting-between now and the time
EIR’s can be submitted and
analyzed.
However, a Humboldt County

local chapter of the Sierra Club.
logger, who asked not to
It includes, among others, Hum- _ identified, said the timber ‘com-be
boldt, Mendocino and Del Norte _ panies in this county don’t really

Counties.

want

“To soften the economic blow

to the loggers, we want to let
them back in the woods as soon as

Vinyard said she thinks Envir-

“Look at the Klamath watershed! There was a lot of hit-and-

goats for their economic frustrations.

She said the club wants to see
that past logging malpractices
are not repeated.
“We will take them to court if
necessary in the future. But in

The unidentified logger said he
knows of a recent case in whic'

Louisiana-Pacific told one of iw
processing companies it would
have to shut down because of a
depleted supply of logs. He said

most cases, this would be a last
resort.”
Vinyard said there are many
positive things the loggers could

LP did have logs-more than it
could use at the time-and

They should become

stunt.
The news media have ignored
these stunts by the timber companies he said, and presented
facts slanted in favor of the
loggers.

data, taking soil surveys, having

for

rare

species

that might be affected and considering cable or other logging
methods which are less destructive to the forest.
And, perhaps most important,
Vinyard stressed the halt of D9

and other “big cat” use. Shesaid
the big cats

cause

Phil Nell, general manager at
LP, said his company did refuse

logs to Schmidbauer when there

| was an ample supply.

tremendous

But Nell said the refusal was

damage to the forest.

made because EIR’s make future

“Have you ever watched a big
red

that

closing the plant was a publicity

logging

practices by collecting wildlife
consideration

send

make it unfeasible. He said the
timber companies are using the
backers of the EIR’s as scape-

run logging in the 50’s without replanting,” Vinyard recalled.

in their

to

“This is a perfect opportunity
for the timber companies to tell
their employees they can’t -go
back to work, and that it is
because of the EIR’s.”
He said the real reason loggers
aren’t working is because the
weather and housing recession

onmental
Impact
Reports
(EIR’s) are needed, though, to
prevent a recurrence of logging
misconduct, as in the past.

sensitive

allowed

They’re not sweatin’ logs,” the
—_ logger said.

caution. When timber plans are
drawn, they’ll be even more careful.’’

be doing.

be

‘They have all the timber they
need right now, and more.

possible,” Vinyard said.
“I think they will proceed with

more

to

_loggers into the woods.

down?’’ she asked.

“gp really ag
“It’s
an experience.

It

— Supplies of logs uncertain.
*

we

“We have enough logs only if
know we can open without

takes about 1,000 years fora redwood to grow, and about 60 minutes for it to come down.

§ EIR’s.” He said EIR require§_—‘ ments could cause LP’s supply to
be depleted by April 15.

“In a sense, we’re being the
devil’s advocate. We want the
facts brought in from the field,’’
she said.
“Logging and damming is dis-

The logger who didn’t want to
be identified, because he might
be labeled as a trouble-maker,
doesn’t trust the timber companies,
“Most of these people are Republicans. They are the Ingomar

ruptive

to the forest.

fishermen;
aren’t as
Klamath.”

they
many

Ask

know
fish

the

there
in

the

set,’ he
loggers.

said,

describing

the

The chairman said loggers
“These guys want to smear the
|
Sierra
409.8
-eees
eeeClub’? « - + +.9,0.5 +625
have regentlyrefined their,
pra---.-.

Equipment

The views of both sides appear below.

Sierra Club
loggers. When you live with people in this area, they are your
neighbors.
You don’t want to
upset them and wind up with
sugar in your car’s gas tank one
morning,” Lucille Vinyard said.
Vinyard is chairman of the

of Spencer

Company in Arcata, is ‘‘to develop a national organizaal righ
ar ot Gis Sierra Club to protect person-

«Jer y
f

L. Spencer is chairman
of the board for the Straight

oom Coalition. The following
comments are his:

“Our view is that we are the
conservationists, the working
conservationists.
But we
against total preservation.

are
We

know that there are Sierra Club
members who are just as concerned with the quality of the
environment

as

we

are,

but

guy who gets stuck with this kind
of cost.

“We believe a property owner
has the right, under
the boundaries of the law, to do whatever
he
sees fit. Right now the law limits
him to the point where he can’t do
anything without legal proce-

dures.

They cost money.

The .

individual can’t afford them.

“PEOPLE
main too.

HAVE SOME
They

do-

have to have.

in

The aims of this coalition are to

‘‘We have the only natural re-

are guaranteed under the consti-

source that I know of that we replace as we use, and, not only replace, but make better. Lumber
companies are developing trees

legislative means. We advocate
no illegal procedures whatsoev-

P remember’ that they live
redwood-walled homes, too.

far superior

to anything

growing.

They’ll

that’s

triple

the

growth rate.
“The way it stands now the
government controls everything

get some of our rights back that
tution.

“We intend to do this by legal,
er.

That is the most important

thing to get across right now.

“But we will use the law any
way we
back.”

can

to get

our

rights

3,000 feet in from the coast. Hell,
they can’t handle that and still

executive

they’re

Arrow, had these additional com-

trying

to move

further

inland.
“THINGS

HAVE

GOT

to

change. This isn’t just a logging
issue. And it isn’t just the requirement for Environmental
Impact Reports (EIR’s) that we
are against. We are against the
California Environmental
Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA). We
want it changed.

“Under

that

act, as

stands, any citizen,

it now

whether

fi-

nancially responsible or not, can
bring an injunction against any
situation dealing with natural
resources. And they can do this

after an EIR has been obtained
and the operation has been
approved by the state.
“CEQA is written in such

loose form
everyone

that it could

a

bring

in the state under

its

control. Fishermen, lumbermen,
cattlemen, contractors. Many of .
these people are under its control

right now.

“AND WHAT I an violently
opposed to is having some
college professor say how he is all
for EIR’s, because he wants to

protect the environment.

That's

fine for the environment, and for
him too, because he is the one

who is going to get paid. to write
the EIR.

“It can cost $1,250 to have an
EIR done on a 40-acre parcel. A °

parcel of 160 acres will run $3,050.

This

isn’t

the huge

Timothy J. Crowley,
director

of

interim
Straight

ments:
“This isn’t a loggers’ movement. This is a citizens’ move-

ment. There were six loggers on
the original board because they
were the ones directly affected,
right now.
“BUT WE ARE shooting to
regain everyone’s personal property rights. We’ve expanded the
board, adding three members, a
lawyer, an author and a housewife.
We want a college pro-

fessor, someone from fishing, a
doctor. We want people from all
walks of life who are affected by
governmental controls.
“We want to educate
our
members. We want
to take some-

thing like Proposition 20 and put
it into layman’s terms. We want
our’ members to know exactly

what they are voting for, what it
means and what it will do to
them. Many of these issues, as

they are writtenon the ballot, are
so confusing you can end up
voting for something you don’t
really understand.
;

“We

are being contacted

by

people in Washington, Oregon
and Alaska, as well as all over
California.
We plan on going
national.
“See, the Sierra Club is like a

kid playing with matches in the

forest.

Well,

the

trees

caught

fire, and now wha
we're talking about: ‘It's thie little *~ - is'd
ofutthe Sierra Club's hats.”
companies

;
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AB 3116 IN PERSPECTIVE
POLLS

|

Over recent years there has been a growing resistance on the part of student governments

:

a

The election will be held Wednesday, February 26 from 9:00 a.m.
to4:00 p.m. and 6:30-9:30 p.m.: and Thursday, February 27 from
9:00 a.m. to4:00 p.m.
door of the Biological Science Complex, the entrance to the Natural

Resources Building, the entrarice to Founders Hail, the Rathskeller

entrance of the University
Center, and in front of Sequoia Theater.
In the evening, idiom
wae
Complex, Natural Resources Building, and
Students must have their identification card
arene. If
eS
207

ii
‘

it
Pha.
ih

CELeeeLet

a

ey

en

RELATED PROGRAMS, if students wished to have their fee reduced and by how much.
The passing of AB 3116 established the timing of the referendum.
Gubernatorial
budgetary decisions preceded the referendum. Governor Brown, with concurrance
by Legwlative Analyst Post, deleted this appropriation from the budget for °75-’76. While
it is still
up to the legislature for final approval, it does not appear at this time that there will be any
state funding for instructionally related activities after the current year. Obviously, the
certainty of their existance is eliminated.
2. Each campus faces the issue of whether or not A:S.B. fees will be reduced tesultingin
less funds to run both instructionally related and non-instructionally related programs.
3. The election on February 26 and 27 is part of the requirement as established by AB 3116.
‘ou have the opportunity to RECOMMEND to the California State University and Colleges
i
a
cuammmmammbaameneie
on
).

The polling places during the day will be located at the northeast
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Advisory

Ref aman

|

on

Body
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Fee

tay

SAMPLE BALLOT

1

Should the present

*

If you
2.

1

| Advisory

Referendum on Student
_“A”)
_ (PROPOSITION

Body

Fee

have

voted

campus president, with the approval of the Board of Trustees, integrally
related to formal instruction.

At Humboldt State University, instructionally related activities presently
include: intercollegiate athletics, radio, film, music and dance perform-

NO

above, what
level
fee do you favor?

body

of

on

item

student

| YES
No

academic
p

$18

one

per

year).

2 a>

Not less than 807% of the
current student body fee (or

b,

'*

@pproximately
academic

year).

Not

than

$16

per

21 >
2@

body

Not less than 90 7 of the
current student body fee (or

approximately

e
Two million six hundred dollars have been appropriated by the Legislatur
to assist in the support of instructionelly. related activities on the nineteen California State University and Colleges campuses, These are
activities and laboratory experiences which are, in the judgment of the

student

fee be continued at the current
level of $20 per academic year?

.

2 >

ances, drama and musical productions, art exhibits, publications,

forensics.

These activities heretofore have been partially funded by

student body fees. Additional activities associated with other instructional areas may be added in the future. The seenaeien of the coment
fee which is being spent on IRA is avvroximately 40%.

approximately

Non-instructionally related programs and services at Humboldt State
Untversity include, but are not limited to: University Program Board
_ (concerts, lectures, Lumberjack Days); Y.E.8. (carpools, Big Brother/
Big Sister, community calendar, Contact, legal referral); E.O.P.;
_ Children's Center; Marching Band.

academic

d.

These percentages do not reflect projected inflationary costs.

Ballot

continued

on

next

page
e,

Paid political advertisement

year).

70%

body

$14

per

of

fee

the

(or

Not less then 60 7 of the

Currently, these activities are

The proportion of
"primarily funded from the Associated Student Body fee. The
the current fee which is spent on non-IRA is approximately 60%.

lain.

current. student

*

current student

approximately

academic

year).

body fee

$12 per

(or

Not less than
50%
of the
current student body fee (or
approximately $10 per
acadernic year).

2
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X-rated movie exhibiter challenges revoked license
by Bea Andrade Borovich

Francisco,

claiming

his

tickets were $3.

first

“It’s not’a palatable thing in . amendment
right to exhibit films

the community to have X-rated

°

was violated by the license revocation.

The city’s attorney
argued that
by going to federal court, Ostrow
a

ee

take (serving beer to minors) and
ask for his licence back.
He
asked the people at the meeting
to attend the city council meeting
the following Monday and sup-

oe

es.
SO THE CASE was filed in
Humboldt
County Superior Court.
“The real villian in this moral-

Fortuna.

Meanwhile,
many area residents,
who didn’t
want to wait, saw the
films
in Eureka.

port him.

On Friday, the 17th, he changed

ity play is the city ordinance,”

arraigned the next morning on a
misdemeanor charge of serving

beer
to persons under21 yearsof
age.
A week after the party, the
police entered the theater and
seized the film being shown,
‘Fantasy Girls.”
Ostrow was
then arraigned on the charge of

exhibiting

obscene

material.

That charge is still pending.
In the city of Fortuna, the chief
of police can request that the

council revoke business licenses.
Chief Dale Livingston so recommended.

ON NOV. 18 the council held a
hearing. There was police testimony that Ostrow had served
liquor to minors.
The council
agreed to revoke his license.

Ostrow maintained that the
misdemeanor occured at a private party and that the council

had no right to take his business
license away.

The city council

said it was held in the theater, so
it was part of his business.
Ostrow’s Eureka attorneys,
John W.Cooper and Lawrence 0.
Eitzen, filed a civil suit in
Federal District Court in San

He said it failsto give warning
to license holders on how or why

licenses can be revoked.
superior

court,

Ostrow

general
violate

city ordinances which
basic constituitional

rights.

The city claimed
that it has the

right
to revoke licenses and it re-

voked Ostrow’s
manner.
JUDGE

in

THOMAS

a

proper

M.

Mont-

gomery ruled, “The first amendment protection that here may be

regarding movies shown by
plaintiff does not clothe the other
850

activities of plaintiff on the
premisis with these rights.”
Ostrow said the city could

and “Fantasy Girls”’ is “‘

HE WAS INFORMED

punish him for the alleged crime
committed at the party by arresting him and bring him to trial.
The city’s revocation of his
license, he said, violated his protected right to exhibit films.
After almost two months of

having it closed, Ostrow opened

the Fortuna Theatre on Jan. 15,
for a public meeting and a free
film showing.

attended.
port both convential as well as
X-rated films and someone mentioned an admission charge of 99
cents.”

He said he would try a format
of conventional and hard core
films on a rotation basis, all for 99
cents. Previously the hard core

cover police were present and

QQQLLLL.LLL

a

later testified that Ostrow had
served the alcohol to persons
under 21 years of age.
Almost three weeks after
Ostrow’s arrest for the beer
charge and two weeks after an
X-rated film showing at the

theater was seized
Fortuna police the
City Council held a
and agreed to revoke

ness license.
After a two-month period,
a public
legal arguments,

meeting
Lil
hd de Lith WITT

by the
Fortuna
hearing
his busi-

at the theater

and

Ostrow’s plea of no contest to
the charge, the city council
subsequently gave Ostrow

back his license.

He opened

for business Jan. 20.
Ostrow protested the

fine,

the offence plus $125 assessment charges.
Assessment
‘charges are generally tacked

onto fines in the state courts to
help

pay

for

court-related

costs.
After Ostrow’s argument,
Judge Suprey in effect reduc-

ed the fine by ordering Ostrow
to pay a $400 fine and $100 in

assesment fees, bringing it to
a total of $500.
He is also

on

probation

three

meaning

for

he doesn’t

summary

years,
have

to

report to a probation officer.
He has one year to pay the
fine.
He said he’s thinking of
putting ‘‘a little can or some-

thing”’ in the theater lobby and
a sign asking for donations to
a fund to pay off the fine.

“I’m broke,”’ said Ostrow.

L
L
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L
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ee
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arrest at a Holloween party
held at the theater. Under-

Originally the judge fined
him the $500 maxium fee for

LL

The charge stemed from his

away his license and that
while the theater was closed
he had suffered a loss of income totaling about $5,000.

WWIII LL

llidiititddbhiie

Suprey fined Ted Ostrow,
operator of the Fortuna Theatre, $500 for serving beer to
minors on the night of Oct. 31.

arguing that the city had usurped the court by taking

great.”
He met with two members

of

the council that Friday afternoon. Asked how the negotiation
came about, Councilmember
Granville said Ostrow had made

a public statement

asking for-

and had admitted

his

“The feeling of the council was

“THE CROWD GAVE me the
impression that they would sup-

bhi TIT IDITLOLLLLLLLLLddddddbhdhsdhidddbdddddhddkdidddhihhhich

by Bea Andrade Borovich
Monday, Feb. 3, in Fortuna
Justice Court, Judge Leslie V.

by the

chief of police that the council
wanted to negotiate.
“I said

giveness,
mistake.

About 850 people

Serving minors carries $500 fine

reall

In

claimed previous cases have
been decided against broad and

F 83 geHET

it

LL

Faced: with poor attendance
and a loss of $22,000, he decided to
try an X-rated bill.

On October

12, 1973 the theater showed “The

Devil in Miss Jones.”’

“In

the first week

$3,000, said Ostrow,

it made

“It ran for

six weeks.”’
This was his first experience in
showing hard core.
He had
worked in a New York City
foreign language film repertory
house and in San Francisco and

that there was no reason to
continue the revocation,’ he said.
‘‘No one in-the city council wants
to legislate morality,” he added.
Granville said the council felt

in San Francisco Bay
Area
theaters that showed art films.
He managed a theater in Marin
that featured conventional films.

pressures from the community to

first about hard core, but said he

HE SAID HE felt misgivings at

shut down the theater, but “‘that _ found that “‘the
wasn’t the reason for the revocanicest people.”
He said the
tion (it was) the beer at the party
cross-section of
(being served to minors).”
His idea was
IN A CLOSING statementthe
films until the
councilmember said that the

hard core theater‘is not generally
_accepted-it’s generally tolerated.”
Ostrow had his rights,
Granville continued, ‘We might
not like what he sells, but he has a

right to do it.”
At the Jan. 20 Monday
city

council

meeting,

night
Ostrow

stood and recited the pledge of §
alligence with a roll of tickets in

his hand.
He

attended

the

meeting,

he

said, to explain to any of his
supporters who hadn’t gotten the
word that the theater was open
for business as of that night, and
to give them each a complimen-

audiences are the
films attract a
people.
to show general
audience atten-

dance was low, then show a hard
core bill on the same basis, ‘‘flip
flop,’’ he said.
In aw interview

last

Friday,

Ostrow said the PG movies ‘‘did

in it’s fourth week.
about

three

and

ui

shut

3

Council

eB

City

down.
The story started on Oct. 31.
Ostrow closed the theater that
night and he and two friends
hosted a Holloween Party.
THE PARTY FEATURED a
band, films and beer.
Some
undercover police were among
the persons who attended. Ostrow was arrested that night and

booked ‘‘good sub-titled foreign

. films,” which he said he prefers.

Hit

Fortuna

.

gieeehy

and the operator of the theater
wasn’t making any money: the

Ostrow said in an interview. It’s
vague. It’s a municipal revenue
ordinance, not a regulatory one.”

g

Steven Cranville.
“The basic reason (for the hard
core films) is financial,”’
said Ted

It pla
a

half

before being seized.”
Commenting about hard core
films Cooper said that a segment
of the population wants that type
of entertainment and the movies

are perhaps better than books to
satisfy that need. because the
audience is screened for age,

“Even a babe in arms can’t go
in.”” He said the viewers ‘take

minors cannot have access to the
material.

“ILL

PROBABLY

give

the

conventional films another shot,
but I need feedback from the
community,”’ said Ostrow on

Friday.

He said he’s thinking of

having hard core with conventional films presented one night a

week,

a

Friday

or

Saturday

night. He said he hopes he can
stick with the new 99 cent charge.

“I can’t show the kind of films I
prefer,” he said. Some people
complain
that they have to go to
Eureka or Arcata, so do I.”’

EXOTIC THAI CU ISINE
In a tropical garden atmosphere

with

@ belly dancers
e folk singers

tary ticket.

HE LEFT THE meeting and

walked a half-block to his theater.
Checking the attendance
sheet, he said ‘126 people, not too

:

RESTAURANT

shabby for a Monday night.
Some Mondays we were lucky to

*% Unusually

get that many with hard core.”’

¥ Entertainment

He

opened

the

theater

that

night with

the

first PG

rated

movies

the

Fortuna

in

at

unique

—

experience

Nightly

16

months, ‘Paper Chase” and ‘99
and 44 100 Per Cent Dead.”’
In April 1973 Ostrow, who has
been in theater management for
10 years, began operating the
Fortuna Theatre. At the time he

5:30-0:30 pm Nightly, and
until 10 pm Friday and Saturday
CLOSED MONDAYS

Have fun

while you can
Fate's an.

awful thing
You can't tell
what might

happen
And that's why
| love to sing

by:
Jesse
Cotin
Young’s performance last Sunday
brought
a_ footstomping
ovation

‘and

an

encore.

Young amazed the ©
audience with his
versatility
and
relaxed
performance.
Jerry
Corbett and his
band appeared at
the

same

program.

Young concert success
thanks to piano tuner
by Keith Till
Louis Baribauld finished tuning
the big electric piano and played
a few riffs just to make sure he

did the job right.
Baribauld received an anxious
round

of

applause

‘audience

from

the

and the middle-aged

man grinned from ear to ear as

he stood up and bowed.
. The applause was well-deserved not so much because the piano
tuner’s riffs were good-although
they were.
the show.

The tuner.had saved
Without him, 2,800

people might have missed two excellent concerts with Jessie Collin Young.
It seems Young’s manager had

some trouble finding a local piano
tuner. He must have some bad
thoughts when he learned Humboldt County was short on piano

Gail
Westrup

tuners this weekend because of
an annual piano tuners’ convention in San Francisco!
_.

A SEARCH ENSUED, led by

Milt

Phegley

of the

university

program board, for a piano tuner
who was physically and willingly

texture to Young’s smoothe
voice.
.
A lot of credit goes to the band,
consisting of a fine wind-instru-

ment man and good pianist.
Not much can be said for Jerry

Corbett’s

band,

which

played

before Young’s. Corbett was obviously straining his voice, and
with poor results.
He was

pushing his luck harder than
anyone since Leon Russell or Joe
Cocker, minus the boogying ability
But Young was good and loose.
Compared to Van Morrison who

played here last spring and
wouldn’t even face the audience
between songs, Young was very
free and communicative with the
audience. He sang his love songs
and back-to-the-land songs, and

the audience loved it.
HE WAS GIVEN a standing,
foot-stomping ovation and demand for encore; an impressive
ovation even though the old trick
of leaving the stage lights dim-

med

was

used

to

tip-off

the

years ago,” Baribauld said as the
crowd filed into HSU’s east gym

audience that an encore was
coming.
Young’s group did some songs
from
their soon-to-be-released
‘Songbird’ album.
Several
tunes, particularly ones that
featured Young on electric guitar
and Jimmy
Rogers
on sax,

wasn’t going to wait around and

promise the album will be a good
one.

able to make it.

The search

ended with Baribauld, a telephone company worker in Humboldt county.
ea

*

many

tune pianos,

for Young’s 10:30 show.

But he

listen to the concert.

“My eardrums are getting too
brittle for that music,” Baribauld
said.
He missed a good performance
It’s
by Young and his band.
amazing how the former Youngbloods singer could reach those
high notes.
More

amazing

what

was

he

could do at that high range. He
could hop up and down the scales
at a range that would make most
male

vocalists squeak.

Young

doesn’t back down from the high

&
notes.
THE GROUP DID “‘A Song for

Julie’

particularly

well,

with

Young’s wife harmonizing to add

“Telephone

worker —

rises to fame
piano tuner.
oonr

tees

as a

Nae

An overtime
decision
gave
HSu
wrestler Kris Henry his second Far
Western
Conference championship.
Henry is in control of his San Francis-

to by Gail We

co State opponent, Russ Mestez. San
Francisco State took the conference
tournament, followed closely by Hum-

boldt.

Weekly Sports Rovmeluy
The wrestling team lost the Far
Western
Conference
(FWC)
championships to San Francisco
State by one point, last Saturday.
The ’Jacks scored 6814 points to
San Francisco State’s 6914 points.
They finished second in the
conference for the season.
Kris Henry won his second
FWC championship in the 167pound division and 190-pound

Brent Wissenback won his first.
Dwight Miller came in second in
the 118-pound division, as did
Dave Nelson in the 126-pound
division and Charlie Freeman in
the 150-pound division.
Hal Morris, 177-pounder, came
in second and Gary Ballard
placed third in the 158-pound
division.
The men’s basketball team lost

a non-conference game to Stanislaus State Friday, 73-63. Bruce
Matulich was high scorer with 16

points.

Bruce Fernandez

added

14,

The ’Jacks lost their final game
of the season to UC Davis last
Saturday 114-58. Bruce Fernandez, Clyde Spears and Charlie
Schrobilgen scored 10 points
each.
The swimming team lost to
Chico State last Friday 72-39.
Ken Greenwood won the 1000yard
freestyle and set a school record
in the 500-yard freestyle event.
Ben Wolfe won the 100-and 200yard freestyle events to remain
undefeated this season.
Frank
Logan took first place in the 3meter diving event.
The ’Jacks host the FWC
championships this Thursday
through Saturday. The preliminaries will be from 12 to 3 p.m. and
the finals from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
The women’s basketball team
lost to Cal State Hayward last

‘BARGAIN

Friday. The A team was defeated, 44-31, and the B team lost, 41
to 34. High scorer for the A’s was
Shirley Logwood, with 15 points.
-Kathy Reeves added 6 points and
pulled down 9 rebounds. Celeste
Wheeler scored 12 points and
Sharon Bodman added 10 in the B

rere

HSU diver Frank
enough to help the
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Logan’s performance wasn’t
Humboldt divers defeat Chico

State over the weekend. The Chico divers are the
defending national champions in the College Division.

game.

The ’Jacks were defeated by
Stanford on Saturday.
The A
team lost, 54-47. Shirley Logwood
led all scorers with 17 points,
while Marilyn Myers scored 15
points and pulled down 11 rebounds.
The B team lost, 52-50. Sharon
Bodman scored 16 points; Robin
Minnerly scored 14 and Linda
Monson pulled down 13 rebounds.
The ‘Jacks will participate in
the Northern California Regionals this weekend.
The badminton team has a
tournament at HSU this Friday
and Saturday.
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~~ Who really killed John Kennedy? _
(Continued
from front page)

gence Agency) into a thousand
pieces and scatter it to the wind.”

Was Rhodes implying that an
ambitious military leadership including the CIA, conspired to kill
a president who was cramping its
style and threatening its exis-

tence? He wouldn’t say.
“Look at the evidence

and

judge for yourself,”’ he said.

Rhodes pointed to the official
assassination report compiled by
the Warren Commission.
“The most massive investigation in the history of civilization”
had commissioners like Chief
Justice Earl Warren and a congressman known as ‘“‘the CIA’s
best friend,’’ Gerald Ford.

“Once the report was completed, all the commissioners voted
to keep it secret,’ Rhodes said.

“It took a veto by Earl Warren to
make the report public.’’
Even though the 26-volume
report and its summary are
available to the public, there are

limited copies.

Rhodes

added

that much of the evidence, about

200 files, is locked away in the
national archives until the year

2036.
Rhodes

said

when

Warren

handed Johnson a copy of the
report, the Chief Justice remarked, ‘Perhaps we will never know
the truth about the assassination.”’

Besides raising general questions about the Warren

Report,

Rhodes presented some specific
objections.
He said the report came to
three

basic

conclusions,

all

which he disagrees with:

of

First

Oswald
was the assassin; second,

only three shots were fired, and
third, there was no conspiracy.
Films, slides, tape recordings,
still photographs, diagrams and
logic were presented to make
Rhodes’ points.

In a step-by-step presentation
to the receptive crowd, Rhodes

seconds and 5.6 seconds, the investigator said.
“‘No one could duplicate this
feat, not even the best rifle
marksmen in the country-used
by the Warren Commission for
just that purpose,’’ Rhodes said.
He pointed out to the audience
that

the

commission’s

experts

used the same rifle with the scope
and sights repaired while shooting at a stationary target no
farther than 50 feet away.
Rhodes said the only way they

justified his disagreement with
the commission’s first conclusion

could fire off three bullets during
the required time was to lock the

that Oswald was the assassin.

weapon in a vice.

According to Rhodes’ informa-

tion, the Italian Army rifle
Oswald supposedly used to shoot
Kennedy had a scope that wobbled, a rise of five inches at 50
yards and was off to the right.

He said Oswald would have had
to hit a target moving away from
him at a minimum distance of 280
yards at approximately 15 miles

per hour.
Not only that, he would have to
aim through thick branches of an
oak tree in his line of fire while
bracing himself against cardboard boxes.
“That’s a tremendous feat of
marksmanship for a man that

“You have to remember that
the weapon Oswald was supposed
to have used is considered the
most humane rifle in the world,”

Rhodes explained.
“The Italians say

to

been
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said the

that struck

both Kennedy

and

Texas Gov.

John

the

Connolly;

second shot went wild and the
third one struck Kennedy from

two men and make seven holes.

He said the trajectory
of a shot
supposedly fired from a sixth
floor window would have to come
out Kennedy’s

throat,

as

the

stomach,

not his

Warren

Report

says.

“‘So what this means is that
bullet struck Kennedy in
back, without striking bone
made a strange detour out

this
the
and
his

throat,”’ Rhodes explained.

“Then, it hung suspended in
midair for about 1.4 seconds (the
amount

of

time

between

the

bullet’s impact on Kennedy and
Connally), saw John Connally

left wrist, breaking three bones
and then striking him again in the
right thigh.
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The Warren

first shot was the non-fatal shot

and struck him in the shoulder.
“This same bullet exited Con-
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three bullets were fired.

is possible for one bullet to strike

these photos were faked.

cross

hearing without question.”
The second conclusion reached
by the commission is that ‘‘only”’

Since the assassination, the
Dallas Police, FBI and CIA have
failed to lift an Oswald fingerprint from the rifle, Rhodes said.
Because no fingerprints of
Oswald’s were found on the gun,
Rhodes said there is no evidence
placing the weapon in his hands
at the time of the shooting.
There is one link between

reason they lost the war.”

had

By

were admitted as evi-

dence in the Warren Commission

behind inflicting the fatal wound.
Rhodes said he doesn’t think it

assassination films, it has been
determined the shots would have

Rhodes concluded.
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Two pictures published in Life
magazine show him with the
rifle.
With the help of slides, Rhodes
presented evidence to show how

barely qualified as a Marine,”

“Two different photographs
with two different body positions
but in each one the head fits
perfectly (in exactly the same
way),”” Rhodes said.
‘That's
photographically impossible.”
“These photographs are the
crux of the case against Lee
saa Oswald,” Rhodes stress-

Discounts on continuing ads.

§997

“We

call

it

super

bullet,”

Rhodes concluded.
“Not only did it make seven
holes in two men but it’s in
pristine condition.”
(That bullet was found at the
hospital laying on Connally’s
stretcher. )
Rhodes said this kind of bullet
weighs 160 grains (a little more
than six pennies) before it’s fired.
He said when it was recovered it
weighed only 2 grains less.
“More metal than that was
taken out of John Connally,”
Rhodes said.
“In fact, there is more metal
than that in John Connally right
now.”’
Rhodes doesn’t buy the theory
that one bullet could have done
all that damage, at least not the
one that was
introduced as
evidence.

He also doesn’t buy the theory
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that the fatal shot came from the
rear, which is where it had to
come from if Oswald fired it.
Showing the movie that was
sold to Life magazine for $1

FENWICK
ROD BLANKS

that Kennedy’s head was struck
from the front.
(Again, the audience seemed to
find this presentation very convincing. )

million, Rhodes

tried to prove

‘“‘About 95 per cent of the eye
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was
Goeesdad tocauir'
bocce
the
iis commison
sion said ‘‘it does not coincide
with what we knew the truth to
be.”

Rhodes said three men were
arrested there and booked under
false names.
He said these men were released. Even now the Dallas Police
either
don’t know who they are or
they’re not saying.
Rhodes has access to a picture,
which was not shown during this
presentation which he says will
help to identify the three men.
“One of the men bears an
amazing resemblance to E. Howard Hunt
(Watergate burg-

lar),’’ Rhodes said.
“Of course this will have to be
determined by photographic experts.”

Hunt was active in the CIA
Rhodes said.
Rhodes is quick to point out
that many people believed Oswald was a CIA agent.

“Oswald had amazing ability to
cut through red tape and get top

security clearance,’’ Rhodes
said.
“‘Many people believe he was
an

intelligence

agent

trying

to

establish a leftist cover.”
One interpretation of this information is that Oswald was unknowingly set up by his own
people, the CIA, to take the rap
for an assassination they conspired to commit in order to get rid of

a bothersome president.
Another is that Hunt’s activities then are somehow tied into
his most recent ones?
Whatever the implications,
Rhodes would only say he didn’t
know who murdered Kennedy but

it wasn’t Oswald.

;

He said Watergate provided the
right mood for the kind of Congressional investigation needed
to uncover all the facts about the
assassination.
“It is my pleasure to announce
to you that today (Feb. 18, 1975) a
bill was introduced to re-open the
Kennedy assassination investigation,”’ Rhodes said.
He urged everyone at the
lecture to write his Congressman
and ask them to support the bill.
“If the intra-structure of this
government is so strong that it
can’t be made to reveal the truth
about these political assassinations...then the public is lost,”

Rhodes said.
He concluded, ‘‘If you stop and
think about it, every presidential
election

since

1960

has

been

decided by a bullet.”
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‘Peer Power’ starts

at Cal State L.A.
A newsletter
for peer group coun-

seling is starting
at California State
University,

Los Angeles.

“Peer

Power” is published to help students
learn to council other students.

witnesses were certain the fatal
shot was fired from the grassy
knoll,” the investigator said.

“It’s a growing thing,” said Frank
Donadee of the Cal State L.A. Counseling Center.

Rhodes told the audience of
students that seven workmen
atop the freeway said they saw
something that looked like a rifle
barrel. Four of the men said they

A free copy of “Peer Power” is
available to anyone who sends a
self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Cal State L.A. Counseling, 5151
State University Drive, Los Angeles,
CA 90032.

saw a puff of smoke come from it.
Rhodes said the testimony of
the workmen’s foreman at a War-

